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·'j Deposit fee may 
• increase to $200 
The UNH Women's hockey team lost their first collegiate game in five years Tuesday as they fell t~ 
Providence 4-2. Story, page 20. (Henri Barber photo) 
Zoning ordinance • IS opposed 
Tally Ho and Durham Pizza want liquor licenses 
· By Joann Stemmermann substantially in the last five years 
and that this has led to concern by 
townspeople. 
I 
By Greg Flemming 
Students may have to pay as 
. muc~ as $200 in March instead of 
$50 to reserve a room on campus 
for next year. 
A higher fee would keep 
students from breaking room 
contracts and allow the University 
to better know in March how 
many students will live on campus 
the next year, according to Carol 
Bischoff, director of Residential 
Life. 
Some 457 students paid the $50 
deposit last spring but decided 
during the summer not to live in a 
dorm, Bischoff said. iN o more than 
300 students ever broke 
agreements before, she said. 
But members of .the Student 
Senate oppose any increases in the 
non-returnable fee because they 
say it is not what students want. 
"We really· feel that people do 
not have more than $50 to throw 
around in the spring," said 
Kathleen Jarvinen, chairperson of 
the Student Senate's residential life 
council. 
In the spring, student's haven't 
heard how much financial aid they 
will receive, and have just paid two 
semester's worth of bills for room 
and board, tuition, and books, she 
said. 
"I understand the plight that 
Residential Life is in," said 
Student Body President Sara Jane 
Horton, "but with the financial 
plight of students getting worse, 
it's really unfair for us to ask for 
more money in the spring." 
Bischoff said, "I unaerstand 
March is a tough time for students 
to come up with a chunk of 
money." But she said many 
students who don't plan to live on 
campus the next year pay the 
"unrealistically low" $50 fee just in 
case they don't find another place 
to live. 
When more students sign up for 
campus housing than there is room 
for, Residential Life must hold a 
room draw - a random 
elimination of some students from 
campus housing. These students 
are put on a waiting list but are not 
guaranteed a room in the fall, 
Bischoff said. 
This system was last used in 
August 1979 to select students to 
live in the Atlantic Motels at 
Hampton Beach. 
Jarvinen said she currently sees 
no "great need" for a room draw, 
and said such a system of moving 
students off campus is "unfair." 
Jarvinen said her council may · 
suggest students pay the $50 fee in 
March and another $150 by June 
30 as more of a committment to 
living on campus the next year. 
Residential Life would then know 
by July I how many open beds 
there were in dorms, she said. 
But Bischoff said the second 
payment in June would not solve 
the problem since she must decide 
in March whether there will be a 
room draw. 
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Last October, Tally Ho 
Restaurant owner Joseph Souza 
was denied a request he was 
seeking from the Durham Board of 
' Adjustments that would have 
allowed him to serve alcoholic 
beverages in his establishment. 
Because of a Durham town 
ordinance which prohibits 
establishments from serving 
alcohol if the building is within 200 
feet of another alcohol serving 
establishment, Souza serves only 
food and not alcohol. 
The townspeople wanted to 
control "these places that have an 
impact on the atmosphere" of 
, Durham, said O'Connell. 
"These places have an impact on 
the atmosphere, public order, 
vandalism and general behavior in 
the Durham area, he said. 
Although tn1~ would be a matter to 
be decided in a district court, 
Souza said he has not decided if he 
will be able to take the town to 
court, but added that he has 
support from · "local support." 
"When there's people rooting for 
you, it feels good," said Souza. 
"If if was declared unconstitu-
tional, everyone ;n town could sell 
alcohol," said Souza. "Durham 
House of Pizza would follow in my 
coat tails." 
Periodical cutbacks 
sought by library 
His restaurant is located within 
200 feet of the Franklin Ballroom 
and Del Rossi's restaurant. 
According to Souza, 'his· is the 
only "full t Ieagea restaurant in 
Durham that does not have this 
priviledge and his business is 
suffering because of it. · 
"Come down some night and 
count and see how many people I 
have. Then go to Tin Palace and 
see how many they have. It's 
alcohol the students want," said 
Souza. 
Durham House of Pizza owner 
Steve Petrovitsis, who is moving 
from his current location in 
Durham Mall to Main Street, will 
give up his ability to serve alcohol 
in Durham because of the 
ordinance. 
"It's against our rights," said . 
Petrovitsis, agreeing with Souza, 
who had previously questioned the 
constitutionality of the ordinance. 
"I can't condemn them for what 
they are doing. I'd just like to sell 
alcohol in the future," said 
Petrovitsis. 
According to selectman 
Lawrence O'Connell, however, the 
townspeople do not want an 
increase in beer serving 
establishments. O'Connell said 
Durham could bring about 
something other than a town full of 
beer establishments. He said places 
.. serving beer have increased 
By Darryl Cauchon O'Connell said that some 
"places are better than others" in 
these areas. 
Concerning the constitution-
alitv of the ordinance, Randall 
~1ent of the Civil Liberties Union 
said, "Towns do have the right to 
enact sensible ordinances." 
Souza is the first challenge to the 
1978 ordinance. According to Del 
Rossi's restaurant manager Kevin 
Fitzgibbon, this would be "direct 
competition with me" if the 
ordinance was dropped. 
University departments have 
been asked to cancel their library 
periodical subscriptions by an 
average of 13.7 percent due to the 
rising costs of the journals. 
Assistant professor ·David 
Watters, the chairperson on the 
The myths of ·rape discussed 
This is the last article in a series about the fears and 
concerns of women on campus. 
By Martha Thomas 
Misconceptions about rape are that a woman 
walking down a dark alley is grabbed from behind 
or that a man jumps from the bushes to forceably 
take her. 
These ideas, according to Donna Bourassa, 
residence director of Christensen Hall, are myths. 
Bourassa, who received her masters degree from 
Trenton State College in 1980 for her thesis 
entitled "The Victimology of Rape", has presented 
a rape awaren.ess workshop to campus groups on 
about 35 different occasions since she arrived at 
UNH two years ago. 
In her workshop, "The Problem of Rape on 
Campus: Acquaintance Rape," Bourassa outlines 
several myths surrounding rape, and points out 
realities. 
According tu Bourassa, ac4uaintance rape or 
rape by someone the woman knows--even briefly--
is the most common form of rape. "The figure I use 
is roughly 58 percent," si;le said. 
"I would guess this is the hardest to report," and 
therefore less often reported, she said. 
The legal area surrounding this form of rape, she 
said, is difficult to discuss. "What it comes down to 
(in court) is her word against his ... so much of it 
depends on the sophistication an'd sensitivity of the 
lawyers." 
As well as acquaintance rape, a common topic 
that arises at her programs is that of "little rapes; 
uncomfortable sexual encounters with men," said 
Bourassa., 
Bourassa derives much of the information for 
her workshop from the Project on the Status and 
Education of Women of the Association of 
American Colleges. 
Bourassa listed some of the myths and realities· 
of rape as: 
Myth: Rapes are spontaneous actions resulting 
from extreme sexual passion. Reality: According 
to a National survey of police reports,90% of all 
rapes are planned. 
Myth: Rape occurs outside or in alleys. Reality: 
Over 50o/c, of reported rapes occur in either the . 
victim's or assailant's home, 15% in cars. 
Myth: The rapist is a sexually unfulfilled person, 
a stranger, usually mentally unbalanced. Reality: 
Most rapists are in their 20's, married, with kids 
and a steady job. Most lack self-confidence. From 
a California study done by interviewing rapists, 
none of them listed lust or any sexual feeling at all 
as motivation. Reasons were domination and 
violence. Between 50 and 75% are aquaintance 
rapes, 90% of rapes are between members of the 
same race. 
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library committee making the 
request, said the cutbacks will 
severely hurt some departments 
academically but that "'drastic 
measures" must be done to 
preserve the library's free fund~ng. 
"The heavy research programs 
in the sciences will be hurt. Very 
much so. Some departments rely 
completely on periodicals to keep 
up with current research. If they 
have too much cut they are in 
trouble." 
"We have requested that they do 
it though and if they're not made 
the library is in real trouble 
(financially)," said Watters. 
Watters said that one-fourth of 
the departments have responded 
with their pref erred cuts. 
Expensive items with low usage 
are "primary candidates" for 
cancellation, Watters said. The 
library has monitored periodical 
use over the last 18 months and · 
have informed departments of 
items used six times or less, he said. 
Serials librarian John Hull 
declined to give titles of · the 
periodicals the departments have 
requested to cancel until definite 
reductions are made in January. 
Professor Stephen Fan, 
chairperson of the chemical 
engineering department, said the 
journals his departments now hold 
are "indispensible" and are needed 
by both faculty and students to 
keep "up-to-date with current 
developments" in their field. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
Antericans asked 1 to leave Libya 
w ASHINGTON-The ~ssociated Press reported last nig;r~~~~! 
President Reagan is planning to appeal to the 1,500 Am 
working in Libya1!~ :~~~~t~1~1 ~:~~:r~~~t ~iu;~lt with n~tion~l 
se!~ftta:d::esrs aon the Libyan situation, the third such meet mg this 
week. Id CBS news that the alleged 
as~~~~~~t~ii~~lua~orr~: L~;~a that is suppos~ to att~ck Reagan 
and other administration official_s may now be m Mexico. 
NATIONAL'. 
Don.ovan investigated by FBI 
WASHINGTON-The Washington Post said ye_sterd~y t~at 
Labor Secretary Raymond J. Donovan is a target of an mvest1gat1on . 
- by the FBI. . . . . 
The investigat10n 1s bemg conducted because of allegatI<;>ns 
concerning his actions when he was a New Jersey construction 
executive, the Post said. . ,, 
The Post quoted an un_identified source that '"kickbacks was one 
of the subjects of the investigation. , . . 
The FBI declined to.comment on the report, and the Post said 1t 
could not reach Donovan for _comment. 
Sto~es won't ·play in Boston 
BOSTON-The Rolling Stones ~on't play in Bosto? this month, 
because of the recent snowstor_m and because they don t want to pay 
what they consider high rent m Boston ~arden. G d . . . th 
Stones tour manager Bjll Graham said Boston_ ar en 1s e 
"least-liked building in the country," 
LOCAL 
Legal Assistance holds session 
The Portsmouth Office of New Hampshire Legal Assistance will 
be holding a training session on Tuesday, December 15 at 9:30 a.m. 
at tne Portsmouth Public Library on Landlord/Tenant Law in New 
Hampshire. 
The session will focus on New Hampshire law covering private 
housinQ in the state. with oarticular emohasis on local housine rules 
and regulations. Information will also be given on security deposits. 
and the legal rights of tenants in mobile home parks. · 
For further information about this training session, persons may 
contact the Portsmouth Office of New Hampshire Legal Assistance 
at 431-7411. 
Kari Van reduces schedule 
The Kari-Van will have regular service through the last week of 
classes with buses on Tuesday, Dec. 14, running on a Monday 
schedule. , 
Regular-Sunday service will be followed on Sunday, Dec. 20, and 
buses will operate through exams on the regular weekday service 
schedule. · ' 
On Wednesday, Dec. 23, the last Ka'ri-Van run will leave campus 
at 6 p.m. There will be no service from Dec. 24 through Dec. 27. 
Buses will be running on a reduced schedule starting Dec. 28 
throughout vacation with no weekend service. 
There will be no service on Jan. I through Jan. 4 and regular 
service resumes Monday, Jan.18. 
Energy Surcharge on schedule 
The Energy Surcharge rebate is running on schedule and checks 
should be mailed to the students' permanent ~ddre~s on D~c. 15, 
1981, Student Senate member Ray Foss of the Fmanc1al Affairs and 
Administration Cot;1ncil said Thursday. 
The Weather 
Today will be partly cloudy, with temperatures _reac_hing into the 
30s, according to the National Weath~r Service m Concord. 
Northeast winds should reach up to 25 miles per hour. _ . 
Tonight will be clear and cold, with temperatures falling mto the 
Jon Keenan .~ turning Japanese 
By Tom Mooney .. 
Imagine living in a 200 year old clay walled 
house without any central heating or chairs and 
eating raw fish on the floor of your living room 
without even a T. V. to watch. 
If you're Jon P. Keenan, it isn't hard. 
Keenan, a UNH senior majoring in Asian 
Studies, returned this July from a year of studying 
in Kyoto Japan in the Associated Kyoto-Program 
(AKP) at Doshisha University. 
"I was really serious about studying Japanese art 
·history and the language," said Keenan, "and it's 
really important when you're studying a language 
to go to that country to learn." 
The adjustment from coming from America to 
study in Japan was like .. ea tin raw fish." · 
it was "a little hard to take," said Keenan, "but 
after a while I got used to it." 
"It's almost impossible to develop a relationship 
between a student and a "Sensei" (professor)," he 
said. "There is a lot of respect and it isn't as casual 
as here." 
"Students there have to pass entrance exams to 
get into their majors," said Keenan. "Once they're 
in, it's hard for them to get out. As a result, 
students in general, are less serious because there is 
less pressure academically." 
"Japanese students devote most of their time to 
club activities," he said. "There is a lot of peer 
pressure to join clubs. They do everything 
together. It's not strange for 100 students to climb a 
mountain together." 
Keenan spent much of his time away from his 
studies traveling across the country either by 
himself or with friends he had made through the 
program. 
"Most of the time I traveled by bus or train but I 
sometimes hitchhiked." · 
"It is easy for Westerners to get a ride hitch-
hiking but the Japanese never get picked up," he 
said. 
"I visited a lot of remote parts of the country 
because I wanted to see how modernization had 
affected Japan's long craft heritage," he said. "The 
people were very friendly and always took me into 
their homes. I was treated like a foreigner but 
always treated with respect. They are a very 
thoughtful people." Keenan said customs are still 
common in Japan. "Arranged marriages still exist 
and are still pretty strick. In fact, a couple families 
in Kyoto wanted me to marry their daughters," he 
said with a griri. 
"They really like Americans," he said. "It's one 
of the few countries that do." 
Keenan is no stranger to the suitcase. He grew up 
traveling. His father worked for a Foreign Aid 
Organization traveling all over the world 
including: France (where Keenan was born), Laos, 
India, Thailand, and Pakistan. But Keenan says 
Japan .has always been his prim.1try interest. 
''After vi;iting the peace parks in Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, I was filled with horror," said Keenan. 
Buildings partially destroyed by the atomic bomb 
still are seen today, he said. , 
The destruction done was amazing. I felt 
incredib!,y guilty. But now there is a lot of hope and 
determination there to live in peace because of it," 
he said. 
Although Keenan studied two years of the 
Japanese language at UNH, "the language 
problem was phenominal." 
"There are several different forms of language 
that you use depending on who you are speaking 
to. It was really embarassing when I would meet 
people and not use the right form of language," he 
saig . 
Keenan was one of twenty American students 
from mostly North East colleges that participated 
in the Associated Kyoto-program. To help pay for 
his year's study in Japan, Keenan recieved an 
$8000 grant through UN H's Elliot Fund. 
When Keenan's "homestate family" the program 
had arranged for him to live with, didn't work out, 
Keenan went to find his . own place to live; He 
wasn't disappointed. 
"I got to ride my bike through the Imperial 
Palace every day to get -to school," he said. "It was 
like going back into time to the seventh century. It 
was unbelievably beautiful." 
Upon his return in July, Keenan had to reajust to 
life in the United States. 
''In a lot of ways, it was confusing coming back," 
he said. "I had to adjust to a whole new rhythm of 
life ag_ain. You become used to being a foreigner." 
"It was a real space shock," he said. "In Japan 
everything is small and cramped for space, and 
back here, everything in big, big cars, everything." 
"My diet is totally different too," Keenan said. "I 
used to have rice three times a day but now I have it 
only about twice a week," he said. 
A major problem Keenan has had to face is, 
"having to speak English again while still thinking 
Japanese." 
"I've returned with an understanding of that part 
of the world--its people, the land, and the art," he 
said. "It reminded me that there are a lot of other 
people in this world." 
Busy vacations for -UNH professors 
By Mary Ann Luechauer spring. 
Rest and relaxation will be low Arthur Borror, professor of 
priorities for many University of Zoology, will spend the early part 
New _Hampshire professors during of his "vacation" compiling the 
this year's winter break. Some will 30th annual "Christmas bird 
work, many will organize, but few count" in coastal New Hampshire. 
will be taking it easy. The event, in collaboration with 
Kenneth Fuld, assistant the National Audubon ·society, 
professor of Psychology, said involves about 50 -people and will 
many faculty use the break as a be publicized in scientific journals, 
"time to catch up on scholarly according to Borror. 
activity." Fuld will continue his Borror also will spend Dec. 26-
research on human color vision in Jan. I in Dallas, Texas presenting 
University labs over the interim. protozoan research papers at 
Professor of Mathematics Eric scientific meetings with several 
Nordgren said he hopes to graduate students. 
complete "some of the things he Otherwise, Borror said he hopes 
shou Id have finished before to "get some ice fishing in if things 
summer ended" and that he will ever freeze up." 
continue work on mathematical Franz Anderson, professor of 
research he's been conducting for Oceanography, will research the 
several years. recovery rates of Maine clamming 
Preparation for second semester areas in a sea grant program. 
classes is a priority for many Anderson considers winter break a 
faculty as Joseph Batcheller, "good time to work" because 
professor of Theatre an_d faculty can use University 
Communications said, "I get paid computers, ordinarily overloaded 
for January so I intend to work at by student use, for data analysis. 
it." "I don't have to answer student 
Zoology and his wife Evelyn will 
work on pools in Casco Bay for 
their five year salmon ocean 
ranching venture .. Sea Run, Inc., 
the Sawyer's company, should bea 
profitable and educational venture 
"if everything works out," Sawyer 
.said. 
Associate Professor of Nursing 
Juliette Petillo said she will "be 
working right through break" on 
grant proposals for a graduate 
nursing program awaiting 
approval for funding. 
Professor of Spanish Alberto 
Casas said he "intends to speak 
some French" by spending a week 
in Martinique because "once you 
lose a language, that's it." 
Casas also will continue work on 
Middle Age literary research and 
investigation into the 19th century 
Romantic movement in Spain 
through art and literature. 
teens . 
Saturday should be clear, with temperatures reaching into the 
mid-30s. 
Batcheller said he expects to be questions or dress up every day ," 
"in and ou-t of his office most of the Anderson said. "I really look 
time," planning and replanning forward to that time." 
1-...----------------.- . -- -- ---. -=---=--=-=-=-=-=-=--- -=---=--...,·=-=-- -=--=-- -=-- =-:- .. ., c0u-r-se-s -and - -s~he-dufos- -for - -tA{!- Philip ·Sawyer, professor of 
John Edwards, professor of 
Theater and Communications and 
director of University productions, 
said ·he will stay close to home this 
winter, planning out this spring's 
production, "Oedipus,"' which is 
PROFS, page 7 
Boguslaw Podniesinski (left) and Joe Figa (right) spoke on the So'Udarity movement in Pola~,f Wednesd~y. -(Tim Skeer photos) 
Poles speak on SOiidarity and Russia 
By Bill Carey 
Solidarity in Poland is a massive 
grassroots popular movement, 
::ir.r.orclin!! t() Boimslaw Podniesin-
ski, a UNH undergraduate student 
from Poland. 
Podniesinski and Joe Figa, a 
UN H graduate student and 
instructor of Sociology also from 
Poland, spoke on the Solidarity 
movement and its ramifications 
Wednesday evening in the New 
England Center. 
The presentation-, sponsored by 
the International Students 
Association, encompassed both 
the history of Poland since WWII 
and the Solidarity movement that 
both speakers said is the product of 
this history. 
Figa told an audience of about 
fifty people that Solidarity is "a 
long time development of social 
forces." He linked its development 
- to the economic . failures and 
political repression of the 
Communist Party, in power since 
WWII. 
"We are dealing with three 
generations whose workers were 
promised a lot ·and subsquently 
those promises were not kept," 
said Figa. · 
T he~ C o m m u n i st Pa rt y, 
according to Figa, started in 
Poland under the premise....__ that 
through land reform and 
industrialization it would bring 
about positive change for the 
Polish people. "Behavior at the 
beginning was fairly consistant 
with the wishes of everybody,"said 
Figa. 
Figa said it is an axiom of 
Communism that the policies of 
the party are sacred. "The plan 
becomes God almighty. Critiq-ue 
by forces outside of the party are 
obstacles to goals of the party. 
Every dissident and critic is 
defined as anti-socialist." 
Figa said the economic policies 
of the Polish government have 
always been characterized by 
beauracratic mismanagement. 
This developed a repetitive cycle of 
economic failure, inflation, and 
protests by both workers a·nd 
intellectuals that were repressed by 
the government, he said. 
What distinguishes the current 
Solidarity movement from 
previous protest actions, 
according to Figa, is the 
integration of social forces that 
makes up the present movement. 
"Poles have organized 
themselves outside the framework 
of the party," Figa said. This has 
brought together intellectuals and 
workers that before had been 
successfully apart by the 
government. 
F1ga outhned three recent events 
that contributed significantly to 
Solidarity's present power: 
-In 1978 Poland was struck by a 
massive snowstorm. The country's 
energy supplies were not equipped 
to deal with it. "A developing 
country has to double its 
_ production of energy every ten 
years," said Figa. 
-In 1979, a year of intense 
economic crisis, the government 
press insulted the people by writing 
that all was well. Figa called the 
press "a systematic apparatus for 
deception." 
Capitol Fund Drive 
raises ten million 
-When Pope John Paul II came 
to Poland after he was named 
Pontiff the Poles turned out in 
organized mass to greet him. Figa 
called this a dress rehearsal for 
what was to come. 
Figa said the Polish people place 
the blame for economic failure 
squarely on the government. 
Podniesinski said the July, 1980 
workers strike at the Lenin 
Shipyards in Gdansk signaled the 
beginning of today's Solidarity 
movement. That strike was 
significant to Poles, according to 
Podniesinski, because it was at the 
cite where 49 protesters were killed 
a decade earlier. 
By Robert Snell 
The University has reached the 
$10 million mark in its effort to 
raise $18.2 million in the largest 
fund raising campaign in UNH's 
history. 
"We are right on schedule and 
should reach our goal of $18.2 
million by November of 1983," 
said Bob Leberman,· director of' 
development for the fund drive. 
The Capitol Fund Drive, also 
known as the "Campaign for 
Distinction," was launched on 
Nov. 7, 1980. 
"After the success of the fund 
raising campaign to build the Eliot 
Alumni Center, in 1976, the 
General Development Committee 
decided the time was right to begin 
a more sizeable campaign," said 
Jere Chase, vice chairman of the 
Fund Drive and former UNH 
president. 
"The money from the fund drive 
is needed, especially now when the 
state and federal government 
funds are being cut," Chase said. 
Four million ofthe$18.2 million 
raised will be spent on the 
construction of a new science 
research center, which will 
probably be located next to 
Kingsbury Hall where the Kari-
Van denot is now located, 
Leberman said. 
The new research center will 
include space for large scale 
research, as well as special projects 
in Applied and Marine Science 
and Engineering. No completion 
date has been set, Leberman said. 
Eight millilrn will go towards the 
construction of a new residential 
tower for the New England Center, 
the modernization o.f dairy 
facilities, and the restoration of 
several campus landmarks. such as 
Conant. Hewitt, and Thompson 
Halls. 
Seven hundred arid fifty 
thousand dollars will be spent on 
, / I J •, 1 , ~ 
increasing student scholarships. 
An "unrestricted endowment 
fund" will also be established, 
Leberman said. 
"The income derived from the 
four million set aside, in 
unrestricted endowment, will give 
the academic community an extra 
source of mone,· and thus more 
flexibility in these times of budget 
cutting," Leberman said. 
The remaining money will 
establish a faculty chair fund and 
arrange visitin_g p.rofessorships. 
The soliciting of donations is 
being done by alumni volunteers 
throughout New England, New 
York, and New Jersey. The 
donations have been separated 
according to their amount. 
"Leadership Gifts" are 
contributions in excess of $25,000 
from alumni and corperations. 
Several large donations have been 
made by Indain Head Banks, 
Davidson Rubber, and the Nashua 
Corperation, which has given 
$400,000 for the establishment of 
the James R. Carter Faculty Chair 
FUN OS, page 5 
What were originally just 
economic demands evolved into 
both economic and political 
demands. This was due to both 
government refusals and the 
steady growth of Solidarity, said 
Podniesinski. 
"Solidarity is a popular political 
movement:"said Podniesinski. "a 
truly representative body." 
Podniesinski said there are 
moderate and extreme elements in 
both the Polish Government and 
Solidarity. According to 
Podniesinski, the answer to the 
unrest · of Poland lies with the 
moderates. "If moderates prevail 
on both sides they will eventually 
come to terms." 
Podniesinski said he did not see 
Soviet intervention in Poland as 
imminent for the following 
POLAND, page 5 
Foriller professor dies 
Carroll Degler, 78, who was a UNH professor for 45 years died 
Tuesday, Dec. 8 at the Wentworth-Douglas Hospital in Dover. 
Degler began his teaching career at UN H in 1928, and became a 
professor of business administration and economics before retiring· 
in 1973. 
Degler was the first secretary of the New Hampshire Bankers' 
Association. The association established the Carroll Degler 
Scholarship, a full tuition scholarship for a student in UNH's 
Whittemore School of Business. · 
He was born Aug. 9, 1903 in Westphalia, Kan., and lived in 
Durham for 53 years. 
Degler received the Profile Service Award of the University of 
New Hampshire in 1973. He was an active member of many 
fraternities and societies, including the Silver Squares of Durham. 
He was also a member of the Durham Community Church, and 
served as its treasurer for 22 years. 




• • • m1nor1t1es 
By Beth Lacombe 
During the past five years, the 
University has met and surpassed 
goals set by the Affirmative Action 
Plan for the hiring of women, put 
not for the hiring of minorities 
within the University system. 
"We are hiring. women af a 
higher rate than set in most of our 
1976 goals," said Nancy Deane, 
Director of Affirmative Action in 
· the University. 
Goals for the hiring of 
minorities however, have not been · 
met, said Deane, possibly because 
pay scales and the population of 
minorities living in New 
Hampshire are low. "We just can't 
seem to attract the minorities to 
our state," she said. 
According to the 198 I pr9gress 
report on the Affirmative Action 
plan, the University has increased 
its total number of female faculty 
from 61 to 91, an increase of 47 .5% 
bet ween the fiscal years 1976 and 
1981. 
The number offemale faculty in 
the College· of Liberal Arts has 
increased by 18 during this period, 
a 62 percent increase. The College 
of Engineering and Physical 
Science now employs two female 
faculty members where it 
previously had no women. T.he 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics doubled its 
number of female faculty 
members, and the School of 
Health Studies shows a small 
increase from 22 to 26 female 
faculty members. 
During this same period, the 
report shows that the College of 
Life Sciences and Agriculture 
remained at seven members. The 
Thompson School of Appplied 
Science shows a significant 
increase in its proportion offemale 
faculty from 6.3% to 21.1 %. 
The Univers.ity did show an 
increase . in minonty faculty 
members from 17 to 24, but this 
total remains below the 
Affirmative Action goal set for 42 
members. 
In regards to non-instructional 
staff, Affirmative Action reports 
show significant increases and 
surpassing of goals for 
employment of women in the areas 
of Executive, Administrative, and 
Managerial staff; Professional 
non-faculty; Technical and · 
Paraprofessional staff~ Secretarial 
and Clerical positions; and Service 
and Maintenance. 
Goals for the hiring of women in 
skilled crafts have not been met, 
the report said. 
But Affirmative Action quota's 
for minorities have not been met in 
any area. 
"It is reasonable to assume that 
the five yeadinal goal-will be met 
(concerning minorities) in at least 
two job categories; secretarial/ 
clerical and skilled crafts," Deane 
said. 
She said the final report should 
be out in March of 1982. 
J. Stanley Pottinger, Director of 
the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), 
of the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, (HEW) in 
1972 issued that all institutions of 
higher education with federal 
contracts over $ I 0,000 must 
eliminate discrimination against 
applicants on the basis of race, 
color, sex, religion, or national 
origin. 
The University of New 
Hampshire began in 1971 to record 
its coi;nmitment to equal 
opportunity employment under 
former President Thomas Bonner, 
"leading to the development of a 
preliminary proposal for a formal 
Affirmative Action Program," 
according to Deane. 
HIRING, page 7 
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\\lli/ ARE nARMACY CAIIE . 
~INC. 51-53 MAIN ST. DURHAM, N. H. University System passes • review 
SALE OF THE DAY 
A Different Item On Sale Everyday 
Friday 12/11/81 Buy a stuffed animal of 
$5 value or more and get _a Smurf FREE 
Saturday 12/12/81 Baush,& Lomb Saline 
Solution 12 fl. oz. 
$2.46 reg. 3.46. 
(limit 2). 
Calculators 1 / 3 off 
,., • .,; ·< -~ 
Iii.Ii_,:,, · • . ~ · 
Monday12/14/81 All Canon 
Tuesday 12/ 15/81 Our entire selection of 
tote bags & cosmetic bags 20% off 
Christmas wrap, boxed cards, & bags of bows 
are 25% off EVERYDAY. 
IntroduciAA 
the best conUlct 
_ of your Iif e. 
For Christmas. 
Portsmouth's first 
contact lens specialty center. 
Lowest price in the area includes: 
"Feel Safe" Plan: 90 day100% returnable fee. 
Highest quality soft lenses. FDA approved. 
Fitting, inst(Uction, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits. 
In-office seNice plan for lost and damaged lenses. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
Wtde selection ~ desi&1Cr eyeglass frames: 
Gift certificates available. 
eye root.act unlimited 
423 Market St. , in the Historic District 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200 
Open Monday through Saturday. 1 0am. 
By Darryl Cauchon 
The University System of New 
Hampshire recently became one of 
the first systems in the nation to 
successfully complete a statewide 
compliance review by the Office of 
Civil Rights. 
This compliance review was 
primarily devoted to students to 
ensure educational opportunities 
are available within the USNH 
regardless of race, color, national 
origin, sex and handicap. 
Atty Thomas Flygare, in-house 
counsel for USNH, said that 
despite recent discrimination 
complaints being filed in U.S. 
District Court, the Federal Equal 
Employ·ment Opportunity 
Commission and the State Human 
Rights Commission that the 
University system "would have 
received the same clearance. •" 
Three separate discrimination 
complaints are' pending against 
UN H in U.S. District Court (filed 
by Elaine Dewey, Richard Dewey 
and Musa Yildiz) claiming 
discrimination because of sex, age 
and national origin. Another 
discrimination suit has been filed 
against Plymouth State College. 
"They (the suits) make 
allegations and none of the 
allegations have been proven yet 
because the cases haven't gone to 
trial," Flygare said. 
Flygare said the OCR 
investigation team review was a 
two and a half year process. 
In particular, OCR focused on 
student insurance and health care 
benefits. grievance procedures, 
policy notification and designation 
Read The New Hampshire 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
if] cooperation with 
THE DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION & CULTURE, 
announces its 
1982 SIKTEEIITH SUfflfflER ACADEMIC PR08RAffl In 
ISRAEL 
Earn up to 8 Undergraduate or Graduate Credits 
Office of International Education 
For information write or call : State University College 
Oneonta, N. Y. 13820 
(607) 431-3369 
Newington Mall 
Get ready to s'ki 




JARVINEN CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Jarvinen skis, fiberglass poles, cross 
country boots, step in bindings, mounting. 
95 
comparable ralue 124.98 ................................. 99 
ADIDAS CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Adidas skis, fiberglass poles, cross country boots, 
step in bindings, mounting. . 
comparable value 165.95. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119 9 5 
ATOMIC CROSS COUNTRY SKI SET 
Set includes Atomic A.C.C., skis, fiberglass poles, 
cross country boots, step in bindings, mounting. . 
comparable value 169.99 ............ ~ ............. 12999 
ATOMIC SKI PACKAGE 
Set includes A.C.S. skis, Tyrolic step-in bindings with 
brakes, aluminum poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving. 
comparable value 211.00 .......................... 149~9 
YAMAHA SKI PACKAGE 
Set includes AR1000 skis, Tyrolia step-in bindings with 
brakes, poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving. 
comparable value 208.00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15999 
, YAMAHA SKI PACKAGE 
Set includes AR15lJv skis, Look step-in bindings with 
brakes, ski poles, hot wax, mounting, engraving . 
comparable value 248.00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17999 
Ski while you pay-Join the Porteous Ski'Clu~_ '------- --- -'-
of the responsible employee, self-
evaluation / program accessibility 
and record keeping. 
Measures taken toward 
compliance include treating 
pregnancy the . same as any other 
temporary disability, specifying 
Title IX coordinator's roles in the 
investigation of complaints on the 
basis of sex. 
Other measures included 
program accessibility for 
handicapped students, including 
appropriate transportation, and 
developing data collection models 
to permit an ongoing analysis of 
compliance status. 
The OCR review team consisted 
of six federal investigators who 
spent a week on each of the USN H 
campuses before issuing their 
favorable review. 
~RAPE-
( continued from page 1) . 
Myth: The victim can't be raped 
against her will. She provokes it. 
She could prevent it. Reality: 
Eighty percent of victims are 
threatened with weapons or death 
and their first reaction is fear for 
their lives. 
Myth: That women "cry rape," 
and press charges at the slightest 
provocation. Reality: According 
to US Government statistics, only 
one in five rapes are reported. This · 
is due to fear of stigma, judgement 
by society, and disruptipns in their 
family lives. Also identified is the 
fear of emotionally draining 
courtroom proceedings. 
Myth: College campuses, "long-
protected citadels," are virtually 
free of incidents of rape. Reality: 
Of 168 campuses surveyed in 1976 
by the FBI Uniform Crime Report, 
157 rapes were reported. The 
problem, according to Bourassa, is 
increasing. 
Bourassa begins ,her workshop 
with a questionnaire. The list of 
thirteen questions that she asks 
participants to respond to include 
··what is your image of the rape 
victim; who gets raped?", ••How do 
you define rape?" and ··where do 
·most rapes occur: your mental 
image"!" 
The responses to these questions 
are more often the myths of rape 
than the realities, she said ... It's 
interesting to see how the myths 
and misconceptions are still b'eing 
carried around." 
Some of the research for this 
a1:ticle was done by Diane Loiselle. 
. .. may not keep the doctor away, but, ther2 
are other things that might. Find out what 
they are in HEALTIISlYI.E, a self-test with 
lots of infonnation about all those health 
risks we keep hearing about. It tells you 
where you stand, and suggests what choi 
you have to help achieve a healthier life. 
You'll learn that HEALTHY PEOPLE 
11-IEMSELVES! 
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UNH calendar • IS proposed 
By Darryl Cauchon 
A new Academic Calendar 
which will eliminate Saturday 
exams and increase final exam 
days from four to five was 
proposed Monday to the 
Academic Senate. 
The proposal, which was tabled, 
also recommends that final exams 
end at least two days before 
Christmas. 
According to Ellen Corcoran, 
chairperson of the Calendar & 
Curriculum Committee, these 
requests could cause first semester 
classes to begin before Labor Day 
on certain years . 
The guidelines are propo~e~ for 
.-POLAND-
(continued from page 3) 
reasons: 
-They face the prospect of 
popular resistance. 
-Soviet intervention has a 
tremendous financial cost 
associated with it, something the 
Soviets can ill-afford at this time. 
-The long sought after Soviet 
attempt to ·•drive a wedge in 
NATO" will suffer. Europe would 
perceive the Soviets as aggressive 
and expansionist. 
-The Soviets would lose 
influence with European 
Communist parties. 
-Detente would be destroyed, 
something the Soviets do not 
desire. 
Although Podniesinski said the 
Soviets had much to lose if they 
intervene in Poland, he 
emphasized that Solidarity has to 
recognize the leading role of the 
Polish Communist Party . 
.. The Communist Party's 
leading role has to be accepted or 
the Soviets will intervene," said 
Podniesinski. 
---..FUNDS-
(continued from page 3) 
at the Whittemore School of 
Business. 
Individuals who could have 
contributed between $300 and 
$25,000 have been personally 
contacted during regional 
campaign drives. 
·•we will accept donations from 
anyone," says Leberman 
••although naturally we 
concentrate more heavily on those 
who we believe can contribute 
more." 
"The real value of the money this 
campaign will raise will be to add 
that plus feature to U.N.H. which 
will help make it a superior 
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a five-year period ·10 extend from 
1983-84 through 1987-88. 
The new calendar could cancel 
the Veteran's Day holiday (Nov. 
11th) and add a long weekend 
break in October instead. 
Corcoran said a '"long weekend 
break" can be termed as a mininum 
of three days depending on UN H's 
decision to honor Veteran's Day. 
"This means that if the state 
requires that UNH honor Nov. 
11th as a holiday, then we'll have to 
honor it. This gives us the 
flexibility," Corcoran said. 
The proposal also requires that 
two reading days be scheduled 
before final exams, excluding 
Saturday and Sunday. 
An equal nurrioer· of weekdays 
will also be offered each semester 
und.er the new calendar. This will 
allow 14 days for each day of the 
week. 
As is now in effect, second 
semester classes will start in 
January and end in May under the 
proposal as well as a one week 
vacation to be scheduled in the 
middle of the term. 
The calendar says the 
Thanksgiving holidays will fall on 
the fourth Thursday and Friday of 
November. 
The calendar was proposed and 
drawn up by the Calendar and 
Curriculum Committee of the 
Academic Senate. 
ATTENTION ALL U.N.H. SKI 
CLUB MEMBERS 
All members MUST pick-up raffle tickets (for $120 
Gallagher's Sport Gift Certificate) Monday, Dec. 14, from 
10-3 p.m. at the table on the balcony in the MUB.** 
Also sign-ups and deposits for overnight trips to Stowe 
Sugarloaf will be collected. For more information come by 
the table on Monday or call Nancy 868-1398 or Bill 868-
1363 
** The two who sell the most will receive a free day of 
skiing. 
Those who sell 30 or more tickets wilhecieve a UN H Ski 
Club T:-shirt. 
For Christmas 
Make It Personal 
MAKE IT YOURSELF! 
. . . 
Bottles, Vases, Jars, Frames, Glasswear, Trunks . 
For the Do-lt-Yourselfer! 
We Buy and Sell Used Furniture 
l. '1·•·· ·,· ,:,, 
·, / ·' ,· 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, Dec·ember I I 
· ' - " I I J • , 
CHRISTMAS ART FAIR: Fifty New England artisans will sell 
and exhibit their crafts. Sponsored by Student Activities Office. 
Gral)ite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Credit Cards 
Accepted. 
TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Nashua Vo-Tech College. 
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 6 p.m. 
"HOW TO SURVIVE FINALS"WORKSHOP: Will focus on how 
to prepare for final exams and reduce test anxiety. Sponsored by the 
Intellectual Wellness Committee, Office of Residential Life. Main 
Lounge, Babcock, 6-9 p.m. Refreshments will be served. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Brown. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
Admission: adults $3; students $2; UN H students with ID $I; 
children under five admitted free. Men's athletic tickets are not 
valid. 
PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERT: Kevin Moran, director. 
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Movie Night - ·'The Greatful Dead Concert." 
Sponsored by MUSO. 8 & 10:15 p.m. Admission: $1 UNH 
ID/ Proof of age required. 
SATURDAY. December 12 
SENIOR RECITAL: Eileen Yarrison, flute. Bratton Recital Hall, 
Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Colby. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
Admission: Adults $3; students $2; UN H students with ID $1; 
children under five admitted free. Men's athletic tickets are not 
valid. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Boston College. Lundholm Gym, 
Field House, 7:30 p.m. Admission: general $3. 
MUB PUB: WUNH Christmas Party. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m. 
UN H ID/ Proo( of age required. 
Sl1~1~AY. De<·ember 13 
MUSO FILM: ·•King of Hearts." Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Admission: $1 or sea~on film pass. 
MU B PU 8: Russ Dumont with Sunday Nite Oldies. Sponsored by 
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢ UNH ID/ Proof of age required. 
MONDAY. Derember 1-1-
AMLL SPANISH FILM: "The Last Supper." English subtitles. 
Room 110, Murkland, 4:30 p.m. Donation: $1. 
TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Claremont Vo-Tech College. 
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 6 p.m. 
NEW / OLD CINEMA; ••1t•s a Wonderful Life," directed by Capra . . 
Sponsored by M USO. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY. De<•t•mber 15 
CLASSES HOLD FRIDAY SCHEDULE 
Cab' .· 






3:00-7 :00 p.ni. 
Be There 
and 
\Yith every large pizza, 
get $1.00 or a pitcher 
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NOTICES 
ACADEMIC 
MULTI-LANGUAGE COFFEE HOUR: Sponsored by 
Ancient & Modern Languages & Literatures. Coffee 
hour normally held in the Language office will be in 
upstairs lounge, Marston House, Wednesday, December 
16, 3-5 p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
CEPS TECH FUND LECTURE: Introduction to the 
Theory of Categories and Functors with Applications to 
Thermodynamics and Philosophy. First of three lectures 
by F. William Lawvere, holder of Martin Professorship 
· of Mathematics at State University of New York at 
Buffalo. Sponsored by Mathematics. Tuesday, 
December 15, Room M227, Kingsbury, 4 p.m. Coffee at 
3:30 p.m. in Room M3 I 6, -Kingsbury. 
MOVIE: "Killing Us Softly" will show advertising and 
the media's presentation of women. Sponsored by 
Residential Life. Sunday, December 13, Main Lounge, 
Babcock, 7 p.m. Discussion and refreshments will follow. 
PARTY: For International Students and their families. 
Sponsored by International Women's Group. Sunday, 
December 13, Richardson House, 7 p.m. . 
SKI CLUB: All members must pick up raffle tickets and 
leave deposits for overnight trips to Stowe and Sugarloaf. 
Top two money makers will get one free day of skiing 
compliments of the Ski Club. Monday, December 14 
balcony table, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. ' 
BREAD FOR T~E WORLD: Monthly meeting. 
Sponsored by Umted Campus Ministry. Sunday, 
December 13, Wolff House, 2:30 p.m. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-Credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below. 
registration is requird. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room 
2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH 
personnel. 
BEGINNING 1022: Two-session course allows the user ' 
to create, update, and maintain large amounts of data. 
Monday and Wednesday, December 14 and 16, Stoke 
Cluster, 2-4 p.m. Prerequisite: Beginning timesharing on 
the DECIO. Course fee: $4. 
MORE CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS 
·F-ROM WILDERNESS TRAILS 
·DAY PACK--For hikers, bikers, skiers, students, hitchhikers, 
travellers, photographers, etc., etc. Any of these people on your 
Christmas list? 810.95-829.95 . 
SWISS ARMY KNIVES--Made in Switzerland by victorinox, 
these are the original "swiss army knives." 86.00 
SWEDISII SKI RACK--For the skier on your Christmas list. 
At only 82i.5o this is the best bargain in ski racks ever. It really 
works! 821.50 
CHUCK ROAST DUFFLES--Withou~ doubt, chuck roast 
dufiles are the best duffie value in the U.S.A. In handsome 
cordura nylon, built to last! 
Small 815.25 Medium 819.00 Large 826.50 
DOWN OR POLARGUARD BOOTIES--These foot warmers 
-make great Christmas gifts and insure warm feet at home, after 
. ski, or winter camping. 827.50-829.50 
For those campers, hikers, and outdoors-
your gift list, ·.;.;e have a good stock of sleeping bags 
for all sea·sons, tents, backpacks, hiking boots, lightweight 
stoves, mountain parkas, rain and wind .gear, wool shirts, 
pile gear, gloves and mittens, and so on. 
HA VE A MERRY CHRISTMAS 
AND A GREAT SEMESTER BREAK 
= lllildtrnt55 Crails 
Pettee Brook Lane 
9urham, New Hampsh~r~ 93824 
Special Christmas hours: 
Mon, Tues 9-5:30 
Wed, Thurs, Fri · 9-8:30 
Tel 
(60.3) 868-5584 -VISA ' ·- a 
Sat 9-5 
Sun 11-5 
Wilderness Camping, Backpacking 
and Cross-Country Ski Equipment 
... ''-. ~ ......... - " ........... -
____ __, DEPOSIT 
( continued from page 1) 
Jarvinen said a resolution before 
the Student Senate is a "basis for 
discussion" and she may later 
agree on increasing the fee to $100. 
The fee may increase to between 
$100 and $200, according to 
Bischoff. 
The resolution, which was 
discussed and tabled Tuesday 
night by the Senate, recommends 
that the fee "not exceed $50." 
"We want to go in, put our cards 
on the table, and compromise from 
there," Jarvinen said. She added 
that to compromise, "I would have 
to be sure Residential Life is really 
being put out." 
Jarvinen said she asked officials 
in Residential Life more than a 
month ago for figures on the 
number of students who broke 
their room contracts because they 
didn't return to UNH, but has not 
received the information. 
She asked Bischoff, Anthony 
Zizos, assistant director of 
Residential Life, and Tina Crosley, 
housing coordinator, for this 
information because she thought 
.many students couldn't afford to 
return to school this year. 
Bischoff said that information 
will be "useful" in making a 
decision, "but it's not a major 
factor." 
"When she requested (the 
information) it just couldn't be the 
highest priority," Bischoff said. 
She agreed the worsening financial 
aid situation could be one reason 
for the rise in cancellations. 
Bischoff said she ·will make a 












Zipper front closure with snap overlay. 
Raglan sleeves with velcro cuff closures, 
water resistant western yoke. Covered breast 
pockets and vertical side pockets. High zipped 
wind protective collar with chin flap. Inside 







Zipper front closure with snap overlay. 
Vertical covered side pockets, water 
repellent western yoke. Zip-off sleeves. Knit 
cuffs and waistband. High wind protective 










136 Our Price $1 7 95 
MEN'S 
"ARIS" DOWN MITTS 
Deerskin 
132 Our Price $1 5 95 'SO Our Price $2995 
s 
FACTORY OUTLET 
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---JOURNALS--
(continued from page 1) 
Fan also said that a periodical's 
usefulness can not be determined 
entirely by it's usage because some 
"good research projects" come 
from journals used seldomly. 
Fan said his department was 
asked to cut back last year, this 
year and will probably be asked 
next year. 
Associate professor of Plant 
Pathology William Machardy said 
"There are some periodicals that 
aren't being used much and we 
could probably eliminate some 
without anyone feeling restricted 
at this time." 
"The problem is if new faculty 
come in that have a defirtite 
interest in a certain area that 
already has been cut out. This is a 
possibility," he said . 
"The library doesn't like to cut 
anyone. They just don't have the 
money in their budget," Fan said. 
Watters told the Academic 
Senate on Nov. 16th that 
periodical expenses have increased 
fro·m $447,000 in '80-8 I to 
$535,000 in '81-82. Annuals have 
also increased from - $67,000 to 
$73,000, he sai'd. 
Because of these increases 
Watters -said that the amount of 
money available through free 
funds for '82-83 will dr.op from 
$71,000 to $125 unless cutbacks 
are made. 
Free funds had already dropped · 
from $158,000 to $71,000 in '80-81, 
he said. 
Watters said expensive items 
with low usage would be preferred 
rather than reducing free funds by 
45 percent because the library can 
order articles through inter-library 
loan. 
The library committee said that 
"under the circumstances these 
actions were necessary and 
prudent." 
"They are drastic measures but 
only stop-gaps in the deterioration 
of the library collection," Watters 
said. 
The total library budget is 
$839,000 in which $608;000 is 
spent on serials and periodicals. 
---PROFS---
· (continued from page 2) 
to begin rehearsal Jan. 18th. 
"I hope to get things well settled 
before then," Edwards said, "we'll 
be composing the music (to be 
done on electrical instruments), 
designing the costumes and 
scenery, and hand-making the 
,,.. masks ." 
over winter break. Working on a 
novel, a textbook, and several 
articles, Murray said he won't "be 
doing anything idiotic like skiing" 
and that he looks forward to some 
"time to write with a few 
interuptions." 
PAGE SEVEN 
An English translation of a 
German book titled "Outsiders" 
will undergo its final proofreading 
this January by Associate 
Professor of German, Denis 
Sweet."Outsiders by Mayer is a 
study of outsiders (specifically 
women, jews and homosexuals) in 
Western society since the 
enlightenment. The book is 
expected to be released by MIT 
Printing this summer, Sweet said. 
Don Murray_, professor of 
English, said he intends to write 
Rose Antosiewicz, associate 
professor of Italian, said she is 
"looking forward to catching up" 
with herself, staying home with her 
son, and inviting visitors. A family 
Christmas is Antosiewicz's idea of 
a "fantastic holiday" and is 
something she calls "most 
important" in her life . 
Ludwig Balling, professor of 
Physics, and Orient.al Mysteries, 
said he "doesn't have anything at 
all scheduled for the break except 




(continued from page 3) 
Keene and Plymouth State 
Colleges then began work on 
Affirmative Action policy 
statements and goals. In August of 
1973, the policy statement was 
broadened to include Merrimack 
Valley College. 
The current Affirmative Action 
plan update of 1981 states that it 
"has been the document that each 
University System institution has 
· used during the past five years to 
guide its hiring efforts." 
29 Congress Street 
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. 
436-5618 · 
monday. thursday 9-7, friday 9-9, saturday 9-6 
Nursing is more than a Prof ess·ion. 
JOHN R. ROBERGE 
USAF MEDICAL RECRUITING 
BLDG 35, RSON 
PEASE AFB, NH 03801 
PHONE: (603) 431-5462 
THE AIR FORCE NURSE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM Is a comphrenstve and uniform training 
experience available to the new degreed nurse. The program provides five (5) months' 
training designed to foster the concept of Independent practice In the cllnlcal setting. The new 
nurse wlll be encouraged to expand and Integrate his/her basic theoretic-al knowtedge, 
professional ·nursing skills and leadership abllHy through an lndlvlduallzed cllnlcal nursing 
practicum. To be ellglble for the Internship Proqram, you must .be In touch with your Air Force 
Nurse Recrutters at the beglnlng of your senio, ,leglate year. 
It's a Way of Life. 
A great woy of life 
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Closed Sunday 
ulliuuuntt 
We have most of the second semester book orders in and will pay cash up to 
50% of the list price on all current editions ordered for next semester. 
Our Christmas gift to you-- · 
A _coupon worth 10% off any one textbook of your choice 
· purchased next semester. 
Free refreshments will be served 
Please bring identification 
A_ service of The UNH Bookstore 
·.',, 1 1, I 
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University Forum 
Dwelling on suicide ? 
It seems that mankind is contemplating a suicide 
attempt. Most of us have seen the photographs of the 
devastation caused by the first use of an atomic bomb as a 
weapon. We have been told that the latest weapons are 
capable of hundreds of times that damage. Most of us 
know that there are thousands of these weapons 
deployed, aimed at a country that we haven't declared 
war with. That's right, we have not declared war with the, 
Soviet Union, despite the fact that about eighty percent 
of . our military posturings are directed at the Soviet 
Union. The Soviet Union has thousands of missiles 
pointed at us too. _ 
In our haste to declare territorial rights over certain , 
areas of the world that we draw sustenance from, we fail 
to recognize that any nuclear attack on any soil invites the 
total obliteration of mankind as we know it. And now the 
so-called Third World nations want to have the right to 
push the big red button, too. Why? · 
Despite claims to the contrary, the Third World tries to 
emulate it-s "Big Brother. "This means that if the U.S. and 
the U .S.S.R. do something big, the Third World wants to 
help. If the United States and the Soviet Union want to 
contribute to a successful suicide attempt of the human 
organism, so does the Third World. Should we ask them 
to be same when we are their role model, and they-are 
reflecting our insanity? Every aspect of the body of 
mankind wants to help itself die. Why? 
The father of a good friend of mine committed suicide 
when my friend was· ten. In their attempt to reconcile 
themselves with this suicide, his family tried to explain to 
him what had happened. My friend understood what had 
happened, perhaps better than did his elders. He told me 
that suicide is simply the ultimate temper tantrum. 
Mankind wants to throw the ultimate temper tantrum. 
A child who is going to throw a temper tantrum thinks it 
through before trying. He wants something that is not 
rightfully his. He can't have it. He knows that it's not 
right to have it, yet he wants it anyway. Furthermore, he 
knows that his temper tantrum is not right either, but he 
can't reconcile himself to do the right thing. So he gathers 
up of his energy, gets ready, and -sets forth to begin his 
·•siege." 
The good parent knows that if he lets the child have his 
way, the child will use this as a-tool to get whatever he 
wants whenever he wants it, whether or not it's right. He· 
will eventually throw bigger and bigger tantrums as he 
gets older. Eventually, he will try the big one. "If I don't 
get my way, 1'11...1'11 kill myself." By this time, the child 
may be too old to be called a child. He may be married. 
He may have a ten-year-old son. 
The other day, I picked up a small yellow booklet 
entitled, "Educating For The Prevention Of Nuclear 
War." The booklet announced a schedule of events to 
take place on December 9th. I looked on the back bf the 
yellow booklet. I noticed one thing. All of these groups 
that are "against the proliferation of nuclear weapons" 
have a stake in the continuation of the cold war. Perhaps 
this is why conservatives can also play this game as well in 
their talks about disarmament. If we weren't making 
weapons to kill ourselves, these groups wouldn't have a 
cause. Their members wouldn't be making the fine 
salaries that they are drawing. They would have to work 
for a living. They are like the child's threat to the parent. 
"If I can't have ·my way, I'll kill myself." Eventually, even 
the child believes in it. 
Meanwhile, the groups that support the proliferation 
of nuclear weapons are likened to the hands of the child 
that fashion the noose. Now the child is climbing up on 
the chair and tying the rope securely to the lamp. Where is 
the parent? 
There are aspects of the parent in all of us--
characterized by the rational mind. The parent doesn't 
think of throwing temper tantrums because he knows · 
that they are not solutions. He knows that such a waste of 
energy is utterly foolish. Suicide is an alien thought in the 
mind of the well adjusted parent; it doesn't fit in. 
Mankind is considering this attempt because it can't 
get its way. The world that man has created for himself 
doesn't seem to work. He is exasperated by his childish 
attempts to make it work; and he won't listen to the . 
suggestions of the parent. So he is announcing that he is 
going to kill himself in a last try for sympathy, and he is 
fashioning a noose with which he intends to prove that he 
can do it. 
Mark ·Hollis 
What is the alternative? The parent knows. We know. 
The answer is inherent in all of us. We have tended to, 
ignore the parent for so long that his voice is but a 
whisper to most, but listen: 
War and conflict are caused by man's refusal to allow 
his various component parts to work together in 
harmony. Racial stereotypes and the prejudice that this 
spawns is one symptom. A wholistic view of the world by 
each of us is the treatment. To a wholist, the threat of 
-~nuclear war does not exist. If something does not exist in 
our mind, it does not exist to you. Did we ever think of 
n , clear war in the eighteenth century? No, the concept 
hadn't been imagined. ' 
1 am not suggesting that we return to the l 700's. I do 
suggest that we try to realize where our thoughts are 
coming from. We are capable of choosing what we dwell 
on. I was speaking to some friends that work at a 
television station. They were complaining about the 
equipment that they have to work with. Their main 
complaint was that it was not up-to-date. I have visited 
their television station, and I am amazed at the 
·equipment that they. have. The signal that they are 
capable of broadcasting is quality from the word go. How 
can you complain when you have nothing to complain 
about? 
As Americans, we have the finest of everything: We 
have no business complaining. We have no business 
fighting anything. The United States provides unifying 
leadership for the world. The thing that bothers the Third 
World is that we seem to be tearing things apart where we 
should be unifying. 
In the words of George Burns, "It can work." If we stop 
providing our energy for suicide, the child will grow up 
with the realization that temper can be tempered. An 
adult human race. Now that's a goodthought--something 
to dwell on. 
Mark Hollis is a Communications major at the 
University of New Hampshire. He wishes to thank David 
Stitt for being all he can be. 
Recurring nig~t1nares? Bill Carey and Titn Hilchey 
It's been a year and two days since John Lennon was 
gunned down outsideThe Dakota in New York City. I've 
been wondering what we've learned from incidents of 
violence like this. 
Bill Carey and I have been discussing recurring 
nightmares. This is what we've come up with. 
They came in straight up and stiff, right into Charlie 
Company's field of fire. Greg Skeels and som~ buddies 
lay watching, the sticky scent of blood rising around 
them, and couldn't believe that the NVA would walk in 
that way. "You GI? You GI?" they yelled, but the 
shadows kept coming, and Skeels and his buddies opened 
up as if they were popping balloons with BB's on a 
carnival midway. Flares turned the night into day. 
Tracers streaked red across the clearing - just like the 
Fourth of July back home, Jim Erwin wrote in his 
notebook later, except these weren't for play, these !-Vere 
for death. Frank Goins was trying to drag a wounded 
buddy to safety when a rocket blast nearly took off a leg. 
Muskie Mastrogiovanni heard a scream rise above the 
din of battle. "Mommy!" someone was crying in the dark. 
"Mom - where are you?" 
Peter Goldman. 
Newsweek, Dec. 14, 1981 
Nobody is worried that we are about to put our foot 
down on that slippery slope that led to Vietnam. The 
reason we're not concerned about that is that we know 
about that slope now - we didn't know about that slope 
when we went down it to Vietnam. We know what kind of 
a process was involved and what the consequences were. 
We also think that to use American power in selected 
circumstances and in an economical fashion does not risk 
the kind of wholesale commitment that we made in 
Vietnam. 
Jeane Kirkpatrick at private luncheon, 
Washington, Feb. 26, 1981. 
Farewell Forum 
Well, it's been a long semester (for me at least), and in 
.many ways I'm glad it's finally coming to an end. No 
more deadline pressures, no more all-nighters and a 
chance to relax and go skiing. 
But for all the headaches and traumas generally 
associated with academia, I 'II still regret leaving the 
University Forum behind. That's right, this is the final 
Forum of the 1981 school year and the last time I 'II be 
laying out these hallowed pages--ever. 
But,( there sure are a lot of buts in this letter) 1 'm happy 
to say I'm turning the Forum over to an energetic and 
Arms flow into El Sal,·ador, 
lUflJJ m·,·01111m11ying ll.S. Stflle Depflrtm,•111 
rt'JJOrl ,,111itl"'I ""Commu11i.~t l nterf,•ren,·,, i11 El 
S"lr"dor." 
What is happening in El Salvador today is all to 
reminiscent of what took place in Vietnam in the early 
1960's, and the American reaction is ominously similar: 
the same frustrated demands for reform by peasants and 
a disaffected middle class, the same repression by a ruling 
regime dependent on military force for authority, the 
_ same appeal to the United States by that regime for 
support against ·its own people, and the same polarization 
of forces as moderates are driven toward insurrection by 
their inability to secure redress from a repressive regime. 
To be sure, Haig says he has no intention of involving 
the nation in another Vietnam. No doubt he means it. But 
what happens if the Salvadoran army, like that of South 
Vietnam, is unable to subdue the rebels? What if its loses 
control of the countryside? Will the United States, once it 
has made a commitment and its prestige has been 
creative young man who has a ·very individual outlook 
(don't we all) on life. He'll most likely present a different 
view of New Hampshire and the world than I did over the 
past 13 (?) weeks. 
Enough suspense. His name is David Elliott and he's a 
junior economics major here. Watch out economists. 
If I seem to be rambling that's because I am, but then, I 
am the editor and that entitles me to do a few things 
spontaneously. 
But, seriously. 
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who 
involved, allow a client regime to be defeated? Or will it 
increase its scale of support, using first ai·r and naval 
forces, and then ultimately its own troops? 
Ronald Steel. 
The New Republic 
March 14, 1981. 
White said that if the Reagan Alministration doesn't 
change its policy towards El . Salvador by favoring 
negotiated settlement over a military solution, the 
insurgents in that country will achieve a military victory. 
Bill Carey 
Former Ambassador Robert White, 
UNH, Nov. 3, 1981 
A consensus has developed in the -Reagan 
Administration that the civil war in El Salvador has 
reached a stalemate that will eventually cause the defeat 
of the Government unless the United States takes decisive 
action soon, according to key Administration officials. 
. The officials said that Secretary of State Alexander M. 
Haig Jr. has been pressing the Pentagon to examine a 
series of options for possible military action in El 
Salvador and against Cuba and Nicaragua. The 
Administration has accused those two countries of being 
conduits of aid to leftist rebels iri El Salvador. 
Leslie Gelb. 
New York Times, 
Nov. 5, 1981 
We are wondering if the nation 1s in the throes of 
another nightmare. 
WAKE UP! 
Bill Carey is a junior political science major at UN H. 
Tim Hilchey is no longer the editor ofU niversityro.rum. 
Tilll Hilchey 
contributed to the University Forum by writing for me 
(yes, Xeno, that includes you). I'd also like to thank all 
the readers out there and I hope that in some small way 
the Forum presented, if not informative, at least 
entertaining reading. But, enough of this. 
Tim Hilchey ·is a senior English major at UN H. He is 
-leaving the University Forum to play journalist in Bean 
Town. 
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Editorial 
Ro~m changes need higher- priority 
Once again, on-campus students, seeking to 
better their living arrangements, have faced the 
confusion and unfairness of constantly changing 
priority systems. 
If more than one student requests to move into 
a dormitory room which has been vacated, what 
determines which student will be allowed to 
secure the room? 
One head resident employed by Residential 
Life suggested there might exist as many as 15 
different priority systems for room allocation at 
present. A survey revealed priority systems on 
campus range from the first-come-first-served 
scramble - to various step-down processes 
where students are first given priority based on 
the number of semesters they have lived in the 
hall, then the number of semesters spent on 
particular wing of the hall, their participation in 
hall social functions, and their GP A ( grade point 
average). 
Residential Life apparently sees little 
necessity to establish a uniform priority system. 
'The woman in charge said 'hall directors - it's 
up to your discretion,"' said one head resident 
"So halls respectively did it ( established priority 
systems) independently." 
The head residents are given autonomy to 
develop their own priority systems, according to 
Assistant Director of Residential Life Anthony 
Zizos, so they can establish a system which best 
reflects the interests of the residents. Zizos said, 
however, that he was cognizant of problems 
inherent to the decentralization of the systems 
and that it could use looking into. 
Take this simple case: 
You have rented an apartment from a private 
landlord for the past three years. Now, the 
apartment above you ( the one with the better 
view, less noise, or whatever makes it more 
attractive to you) is vacated. 
You inform your landlord of a desire. to move to 
the ·more attractive apartment and the landlord 
honors your request; newcomers to the 
apartment complex are given second priority. 
Contast this simple case with hall room 
changes. 
Under the first-come-first-served system 
( which exists in some halls) a junior who has 
lived in the hall for thr~e years and desires to 
move to a more attractive room ( one that is 
further from the stairwell, pay phone, etc.) could 
lose the opportunity to aquire that room to a 
freshman who has lived in the hall only _one 
semester but who just happened to get in line 
one or more places ahead of the junior. 
In Hetzel hall, it was a matter of "whoever 
talked to the head resident first," said one 
student. Some students attempted to make their 
request as early as September. 
Hetzel's Head Resident Karen Rowe said 
there was a problem with priority and 
communication on some floors but these 
problems were minimal. "My familiarity with 
the system" Rowe said, "is that there has been no 
consistency from one year to the next and there 
should be ( consistency) in the future." 
Dan Slattery, head resident of Congreve Hall, 
said "mostly they (Residential Life) don't tell the 
/ 
hall directors (how to handle priority). The RA's 
( student resident assistants) there before me 
filled me in on past systems." 
Slattery has helped develop for his dorm what 
appears to be the most equitable room priority 
system currently in use. Based on a point 
system, students are given one point for each 
semester they live in the hall. Students receive 
half a point for each semester spent in other 
resident halls prior to their Congreve residency. 
Slattery explained the half point is designed to 
give upperclassmen priority over freshmen 
because it is unfair to penalize a student Just 
because he/she wished to transfer from, for 
example, Randal to Congreve ( under other 
systems on campus, students can lose all 
priority when participating in a room change 
between halls). At the same time, residents of 
Congreve ( under this system) are allowed higher 
priority for their in-hall changes than 
newcomers. 
Changes for about 40 students takes less than 
an hour, according to Slattery. "If there are any 
ties - we throw meal cards into a hat (and 
randomly draw)," he said, 
The students would be better served if 
Residential Life would inform head residents on 
past priority systems so they can make more 
knowledgable decisions to implement an 
equitable system. Perhaps Congreve's priority 
system could serve as a fair and unif01m model 
for all dorms. 
The· needless confusion and unfairness to 
students could be avoid~d if the 'experts' will 
discuss and develop the process. 
BUT, LADY, WE 
GO TO SCHOOL HERE .. . 
THAT'S ()Uf<. NEW 
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Letters 
Music 
To the Editor: 
The article published on me in the 
December 8 The New Hampshire 
obviously did not have space to include 
most of what was discussed in the 
interview. and some three-fourths of 
what was included was irrelevant 
biographical information. 
My dissatisfaction with the strµcture 
of undergraduate programs in music 
education is widely shared by members 
of my profession. UNH's Music Ed 
program is in many ways typical: a bare 
scattering of theory, music history, and 
music literature, and a dispropor-
tionate load of performance study, 
ensemble participation. methods 
courses, and education courses. plus a 
semester of full-time practice teaching, 
cramming into just four years what in 
virtually any other field would be done 
in five years plus an internship. 
Leaving aside for now the impact on 
general education, what suffers most in 
the major program is the students' · 
knowledge of masterworks, for in only 
one course sequence, Music 501-502. 
are they required to study a significant 
number of works actually as music. 
After they graduate, they get jobs 
teaching in the public schools. where 
they perpetuate the same mediocrities 
they were exposed to before college, 
having encountered in college only very 
little. and been influenced by even less, 
of what is really important about 
·music. (By contrast. can one imagine, 
for instance, a student getting a 
certificate to teach English in the public 
schools who had had. over a period of 
four years in college, only two semester 
courses- in which to study the standard 
works of English aiu4 American 
literature'?) 
The headline. "DeVoto attacks 
music program," was unfortunate. 
Although it is true that I left UNH in 
part because I felt more and more that 
my ideals didn't fit in with a program in 
which 809-c of the music majors were 
enrolled. I must emphasize that I do 
not blame my faculty colleagues, all of 
whom were and are good friends, for 
that state of affairs. For the defect is in 
the system! At present I regard it as too 
much to hope that the American music-
education establishment will have the 
vision or the leadership to move public-
school music much beyond football 
bands and "Jingle Bell Rock" and 
"Medley from Fiddler on the Roof." 
This is hardly a matter of school 
budgets; it is a vicious circle of an 
entrenched public indifference to the 
classics. I hardly need say, of course. 
that it doesn't have to be this way. I 
have some first-hand acquaintance 
with public-school music education in 
England and Austria, two countries 
which have demonstrated how far it is 
possible to go, how much young people 
can learn. granted a proper investment 
of public-school time, interest. and 
professional wisdom, in addition to 
money. 
FROM 'fou.~ 
The New Hampshire article closed 
with my description of the University's 
·general education requirements as 
"idiotic." Indeed, I am sure that in the 
interview I was much more vigorous 
than that. In my thirteen years at UNH 
I saw the already pathetically weak 
distribution requirements weakened 
even more by nonsensical courses (like 
"Introduction to Astronautics" for 
Group I) and by a studied lack of 
interest on the part of many, perhaps 
even most, of the UNH faculty in any 
aspects of general education beyond 
· their own academic fields . The idea ofa 
liberal education as valuable in itself 
-,eems almost not to exist at UNH, 
where one can get a bachelor's degree 
without taking any course in Western 
civilization, without any literature, 
without a full year of expository 
writing. sometimes without even a 
foreign language. 
Last spring the Sitkoff Committee 
tried seriously and courageously to 
restore some Qalance and depth to the 
undergraduate distribution require-
ments; its proposals were greeted with 
scorn by rude contingents of faculty 
from INER and Nursing. Who since 
then has rallied to the Sitkoff 
Committee's defense'? I and a few 
others arc waiting with great interest to 
sec whether. and in what form. its 
recommendations will be imple-
mented . 
Mark DcVoto 
Former Associate Professor 
of Music and the Humanities 
Services 
To the Editor: 
Dear PPO&M. 
I would like to enlighten you people 
at PPO&M on two new advances in 
regards to snow rcmoveal. . 
The first is called the plow. and 11 
moves snow out of the foot paths. It 
docs work very well if used after the 
snow has fallen. 
The second new inovation is a 
mineral called · sand. If put on ice. 
people walking will not fall all over the 
place. 
Both of these new advances will help 
in the safety of the people you serve, 
which is in your insignia. I hope this 
will help you in the upcoming winter. 




To the Editor: 
In response to the article ( December 
4, 1981) published on behalf of Mr. 
M.A. t--ouad. PhD candidate in Civil 
Engineering; we Egyptian students 
would like to make known our views . 
I . Covering the walls with Egyptian 
paintings docs not mean much!! 
puRH-AM RE:D C-l<.055 
8Looo 5£1<.vrc.ES 
Paintings of our great civilzation cover 
many walls everywhere in the world 
2. We feel that since he docs not plan 
to return to Egypt. it is pointless for 
him to belittle his country. Egypt is rich 
by it's sincere and faithfulpeople. 
3. Even if there is corruption in 
Egypt, there is corruption everywhere 
in, the world. We would respect a 
, person if he knows that corruption 
exits and goes back to correct it. 
4. We would like to suggest that Mr. 
Fouad review the amount of U.S. aid to 
. Egypt whic;h is around $2 billion 
including military expenditures. Also. 
(70-80) percent of villages do have 
electricity contrary to what was stated 
in that article. 
5. We would like to suggest to Mr. 
· Fou_ad that it is_ not respected to joke 
about the dead, regardless of how we 
feel about their actions. They will 
answer for their actions to a higher 
authority. _ . 
· While Egypt during Sadat's period 
·was not perfect, it was immeasurably 
better than uncter his predecessor. 
Finally, we would suggest the Mr. 
Fouad has bitten the hand that fed him. 
Ahmed K. Ezzat. 
Mohamed E. Issa. 
Tarik Abou-Raya. 
Egyptian Students at UNH 
Savage 
To the Editor: 
Tuesday's edition of The New 
Hampshire carried an article about 
Godfrey Savage. profess: or of 
Mechanical Engineering and 
researcher of off-shore drilling. 
Professor Savage stands as a fine 
example of the kind of academic and 
professional work being done by some 
of UN H's outstanding professors. 
According to the article, Professor 
Savage is a Chief Engineering Advisor 
for science planning of the Ocean 
Margin Drilling Program. This is a 
half-billion dollar project that will 
enable drilling for oil in places that can 
not be drilled with existing equipment. 
There are two major flaws in 
Professor Savage's seemingly 
honorable project. The first concerns 
the oil, the second the method of 
procuring that oil. 
Oil is an exhaustable resourse but· 
one that is essential to the world 
economy. We recognized this dilemma 
in 1973 in the Arab oil embargo. Mr. 
Savage's solution is to find more oil. 
All this accomplishes is to placate us by 
postponing the day when we ~ill run 
out for good. 
The second and more dangerous 
flaw concerns Professor Savage's aim 
to find more oil by drilling off-shore. 
Off-shore drilling is a dangerous and 
environmentally unsound venture. 
There have been several large oil spills 
off the California coast due to off-shore 
drilling. I recently returned from the 
west coast and was disgusted with the 
sight of hundreds of birds. their 
feathers matted with oil. dead and 
washed up on the shores of otherwise 
beautiful California beaches. 
Science has given us many 
conviences and luxuries. It has also 
given us pollution, nuclear wast_e, and 
dead birds on the beach. Scientists, it 
seems. are too often unconcerned with 
the effects of their science. The people 
who have the power to control nature 
can not go on unche ·ked. 
It would ser·., l he interests of 
huma_nity far better 11 today's scientists-
-and Professor Savage is among them-
were to ·solve the current dilemma by 
applying their time. intelligence, 
integrity, and curiosity to projects that 
will help us, not placate us and kill 
birds. I would like much better to read 
of a UN H professor spending a half-
billion dollars to harness the energy of 
the tides. for example, than to read of 
_Mr.Savage drilling dangerously for an 
cxhaustable resource. 
Encouraging the continued use of oil 
is dangerous, and off-shore drilling has 
proved to be detrimental to our 
environment. I regret that professor 
Savage 's expertise is going to such an 
ugly use when he could be doing , 




To the Editor: 
Stoke Hall would like to thank the 
following for their outstanding 
·ooperation in the 1981 production of 





Berry --:·,-:1sport, Inc. 
The Durham-UNH Fire Depart-
ment 
The New Hampshire Notables 
The New Hampshire Gentlemen 
Hardware 1-!ouse 
Riley's Home Care Center 
We would also like to wish the 
University of New Hampshire happy 
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"Would You Care to Dance'' 
" · 
The 1982 Hetzel Hall 48 hour Dance-A-Thon 
Presents the Following Live Entertainment 





Feb. 5, 6 & 7, 1982 The Granite State Room 
Becomes a Tropical Paradise 
Register Now 
100 couple limi·t so hurry!! 
Registration Packets available at 
the MUB Information Desk; Commuter 
Center Desk; Area I, II & III Community 
Desks; Hetzel Hall (See front bulletin Board) 
Grand Prize - a we~k for two in BERMUDA 
AND TONS MORE OF GREAT PRIZES 
SEE YOU AT THE MUB ... 
-., Ir 
, .::__~ We're Not Just For Special 
Occasions 
We have weekly luncheon specials for 2.95 
We have Spaghetti Day on Wednesday 
W~ have vegetarian items 
We have ... something for everyone! 
and don't forget 
Monday-Friday we give away 
- one FREE lunch! 
Lunch 
Mon-Fri: 11:30 - 2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
Mon-Thurs.: 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
Fri & Sat.: 4:00-9:00 p.m. 
Sun.: 4:00-8:00 p.m. 
~]~ 
Closed 2:00-4:00 daily 
MUSO FILM SERIES 
presents 
I '. . 'I I 
: It I 1!!11•11111,·i r* :,,!' I I ,·· I 
lj, , , ' ~-■'lti!H-
! ljJh . 
.... :,illlil 
Alan Bates as a Scottish soldier sent to 
a remote area to disarm a bomb. He 
encounters a forgotten insane asylum 
where he is embraced as its king. 
Philippe de Broca's film is filled with 
joy. The subject of the triumph of 
child-like innocence over the violent 
self-destructiveness of the civilized 
world is embedded in a beautiful 
lyrical comedy: . •• 
Sunday, December 13 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
Strafford Rooni, MUB 
$1.00 Admission 
C THE TIN PALACE ~ 
'- FOOD & DRINK 7 . 
·In Our Fireplace Lounge 
Wednesday is... . 
Ladies Nite 
.Free Rose to each lady! 
.. I,•.., JI J 1 '' 
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Arts & Features 
Arts • ID MUB:varied forms 
By Diane Loiselle 
Ginny Aichelle told us to be sad. 
Shoulders and mouths drooped, 
chests caved in, and heads looked 
wistfully downward. Then she told 
us to be in love, and faces 
brightened and chests expanded. 
Aichelle said our "statues" were 
much better that time, after we'd 
done excercises on feeling the 
emotions from the heart. 
A member of the Kitchen Sink 
Mime Theater of Portsmouth, 
Aichelle taught introductory and 
improvisation workshops as part 
of the nine-day Creative Arts 
Symposium being held in the 
MU B this week. 
Audiences for the first four days 
of performances and classes were, 
according to coordinator and 
UN H , Artist-In-Residence Marc 
Strauss, "small but dedicated." 
Three women met with Aichelle 
Monday morning to learn mime 
bas~cs. She joked and encouraged 
us through exercises, thin and agile 
herself in a black T-shirt that said 
on the front, "You show me 
yours ... " and on the back," ... and 
I 'II show you mime." 
- "I liked thewayshetaught,"said 
Rose Gallo, who went to both 
classes. "She went inside of us 
rather than the way it looked, the 
picture." 
More familiar art forms, 
painting and sculpture, were 
represented by the exhibit of 
Antoinette P. Achultze's work 
displayed this week in the 
Hillsboro-Sullivan room. 
Despite the biggest December 
snowstorm New Hampshire has 
seen in 51 years, people drifted in 
and out of the snow's opening 
reception on Sunday. A tall, black-
haired woman with clear eyes and 
· a bright smile, Schultze spoke 
enthusiastically with students. 
A woodwind quintet (minus one 
broken-fingered clarinetist) played 
classical selections · as people 
touched and admired the 
pedestalled sculptures of the 
human body in marble, wood, and 
bronze. 
"The human form is my primary 
means of expression," Shultze 
writes of her work. "For me there is 
an endless stream of beauty in the 
truth revealed through the body." 
Schultze lives and works in 
Eliot, Maine, and is selftaught. 
Her paintings are mainly of 
children and dancers. The children 
are innocent; her figures are soft-
edged and the colors vivid. Her 
Participants in Arts Symposium workshop. (Steven Dodd photo) 
dancers are faceless, moving forms 
in stark colors like turquoise, red, 
and green. 
Of her most valuable statue, 
'"Pianissimo "--a marble sculpture 
of a pregnant woman--Schultze 
wrote, "I created this sculpture 
with love, and executed it with the 
desire to how the deep 
wonderment of sensations within a 
pregnant woman." 
One of her more celebrated 
sculptures, "lnstrumen_t of 
Knowledge," is a three and a half 
foot high bronze casting of a 
winged woman. "I chose a woman 
to represent knowledge because 
physically she is a receiver and also 
a giver of life," Schultze wrote. 
"The wings ... signif y the power and 
height knowledge brings to one. 
Her position expresses the 
humility one must have to become 
wise and full." 
Schultze is working· on a piece 
today in the Hillsboro-Sullivan 
room and welcomes conversation. 
Strauss said art students could 
sketch the pieces for studies of the 
human form. 
The symposium began Saturday 
afternoon in the Strafford room 
with a performance by the UNH 
Dance Theater. The show had an 
enthusiastic crowd, some sitting on 
t~e backs of seats to get a better 
view. 
The company performed two 
numbers of theatre dance--"Fancy 
Free" and "The Strut"--and an 
excerpt from "Appalachian 
Spring." Choreographers for the 
Dance Theatre are Jean Brown, 
J-e an Mattox, and Larry 
Robertson, all dance teachers at 
UNH. 
Next was "Evening on 
Broadway," a touring six-member 
musical revue composed mainly of 
Musical Comedy assistants from 
the UNH Theater Department. 
For one song the group 
assembled in a huddle in red 
baseball caps and spelled down 
"team," led by (1e insecure but 
sincere Charlie Brown (Steven 
Schofield). "The baseball Game"is 
one of many energetic numbers in 
the two-hour show, which features 
songs and scenes from Oklahoma!,· 
Fiddler on the Roof, A Chorus 
Line, and other hit musicals. 
The staff of the Student Press anticipate coming issues. (Tim Skeer photo) 
flesh and stOne • ID 
"Instrument of Knowledge" by sculptor Antoinette Schultze. 
(Dorothy Duquette photo) 
A six piece flute ensemble then 
brought on "instruments you'd 
never think were flutes," Strauss 
said. They demonstrated the tones 
of these less familiar instruments, 
such as that of a curved bass flute. 
Following that was UNH 
student Scott Simmers' senior 
project. He had recorded Saturday 
morning cartoon music, Strauss 
said, and directed students in 
dance to this music. This senior 
Dance Recital was presented by 
what Simmers calls "Looney Tune· 
Productions." 
The "Afternoon With the 
Performing Arts" ended with 
juggler Mark Neisser, winner of 
the first annual UNH Talent 
Show. 
"He's something else," Strauss 
said. "He's gonna make it big in 
Las Vegas someday." 
Sunday afternoon, eight women 
met with Lori Mello, a UNH 
... tudent who has studied the Luigi 
technique of jazz dance at Point 
Park in Pittsbutg. She also used 
the Swazy technique in her 
workshop, learned from Ralph 
Hamilton, assistant director of the 
New Hampshire Contemporary 
Ballet. 
Tuesday brought UNH ballet 
professor Larry Robertson to the 
MU B to teach ballet "pas de deux" 
or partner dancing. Couples 
assembled in the Hi'llsboro-
Sullivan room, ~some pros in 
leotards, leg warmers and slippers, 
ARTS, page 14 
Magazines on the way 
By David Andrews 
The Student Press will be 
distributing its magazines Aegis · 
and Catalyst next week. 
The magazines that The Student 
Press has been working on all 
semester, are made up of literature 
written by UN H students. 
The Student Press puts out a 
variety of magazines including 
lnnervisions, a photography 
magazine, Perspectives, ·a 
psychology journal, Monad, a 
philosophy journal, Commentary, 
a sociology journal, and Juris 
Questor, a law journal in addition 
to Aegis and Catalyst. Catalyst is 
The Student Press' investigatjve 
reporting journal and Aegis is their 
poetry and fiction journal. 
"Catalyst this year is a little 
different than it was last year. I 
solicited all the material this year 
as opposed to other years when 
people brought it in themselves", 
said Hilchey. · 
This Catalyst has, among other 
features, a three part examination 
of the relation.ship between the 
state and the university, and 
articles on Ellen Corcoran of the 
Education Department, and oil 
drilling at George's Bank. 
Aegis will have stories and 
poems by university students. 
Difficulties with Aegis were, 
according to Brooks, a lack of 
student interest, layout difficulties, 
and problems with type settin~. 
This Catalyst was Hilchey's first, 
and he'll be working on it again 
next semester. along with new 
Assistant Editor Diane Loiselle. 
"We're trying to be as local as 
possible without ignoring state and 
national issues that effect us as 
students," Hilchey said. "We're 
trying to give Catalyst an identity 
When you pick up a Catalyst trom 
1972, it doesn't look anything like 
a Catalyst from 1978. If you want 
to advertise, you have to have a 
consistent product," Hilchey said. 
The Student Press is looking 
more to advertising in these days of 
tightening budgets. "If we don't get 
an increase in budget next year, we 
won't be able to produce quality 
magazines like we have in the 
past," Hilchey said. 
. , . 
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The Christlllas Special 
Merry Christmas. 
When the snow begins to fall and people start slipping 
down the steps outside Murkland, the ,public is 
mercilessly reminded that it's "that special time of year," 
and once again we are subjected to that annual horror: 
the Christmas special. 
This wouldn't seem so bad if the same tacky specials 
weren't trotted out every yt;ar. Every twelve months, 
Andy Williams and Perry Como come back from semi-
retirement to spend the holidays with us. This year, 
through the miracle of videotape, even the late Bing 
Crosby will be able to have a very Merry Christmas. 
What we need are some new tacky specials . I have 
nothing against Como or Williams, but let's face it--
they're dull. To be fair, they can still guest star, but let's 
find some new tasteless ideas. 
The possibilities are endless. To being with, we could 
have "new" versions of old favorites. 
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer: Rudolph, popular 
reindeer and all around great guy, is desperately trying to 
conceal a deep secret--he has a drinking problem. Word 
gets out anyway. Clarice demands to know what he's 
been doing with his nights. Is there another doe? Ah, but 
only if there was. Rudolph's breath is so foul none of the 
other reindeer couples will let Rudolph and Clarice swing 
with them. Parental guidance suggested, as the subject 
matter may be too sensitive for children who still beli~ve 
in Santa Claus. 
Death of the Little Drummer Boy: Despondent over 
the death of his lamb, the little drummer boy turns to 
drugs. Although the Christ child and the Camel try to 
help him, he's too far gone. There's no turning back in the 
world of drugs. A moral for everybody: 
How the Grinch Bought Out Christmas: The Grinch, 
an executive for a Wall Street Brokerage_ firm, forms a 
power block with Frosty the Snowman and the Three 
Wise Men, and corners the market on sugar cookies. 
Enough for the children and their perennial favorites. 
Along a more adult, celebrity-oriented line: 
Wendy 0. in Old New England: Wendy 0. Williams 
and the Plasmatics gather in a cheap reproduction of a 
farmhouse for a "traditional"Christmas. Wendy sings "O 
Holy Night" and "Beyond the Valley of the Dolls."Guest 
. stars: Perry Como and Marie Osmond. 
Chopping Down The Christmas Trees: James Watt 
and his friends (Andy Williams, Bob Hope) descend 
upon a vale of Christmas Trees and gleefully chainsaw 
them to death. Ron and Nancy Reagan sing "Jingle 
Bells." 
Christmas on 42nd Street: Johnny Wadd and 
Samantha Fox join hostess Marilyn Chambers for this 
holiday extravaganza. Numbers include "The Twelve 
Days Of Christmas" and "Whose C,hild is This?" 
Think Snow: Numerous hollywood celebrities (who 
could not be identified at press time) join together for a 
real Christmas blowout. Numbers include "White 
Christmas" and "Winter Wonderland." 
Or, for our final special, how about something a little 
closer to home? 
The Evelyn Handler Christmas Special: Evelyn and the 
UN H trustees join together to warn us of the coming 
austerity. The darker side of Christmas. Carol Bischoff 
sings, "Hark the Crowde·d Triple Rooms," and Evelyn 
joins her for "Budget Cuts are Coming To Town." 
Special guest Hugh Gallen and Mel Thomson appear in a 
special comedy segment, accompanied by the New 
Hampshire State Legislature. 
Remember, these are only a few of the possibilities. Tip 
O'Neill and Richard Allen have already expressed 
interest in having specials for next year, a'nd 
Thanksgiving and New Year's have yet to be explored. 
Don't forget that if you're going to be insulting and 
tasteless, it's best to go all the way. 
-------------ARTS~-------------
and some beginners in jeans, 
sweatshirts and wool pants. 
- For the rest of Tuesday 
afternoon, clothed art models were 
available' as subjects of sketches. 
Jack Halowell, recently hired to 
teach at the Mill Pond Center, 
taught an improvisation 
movement workshop Wednesday 
at the center. 
"It was very intellectual," 
Strauss said. "We were trying to 
get to know each other 
emotionally, quickly." 
Strauss said they did a physical 
improvisation that involved 
touching hands with someone in a 
mirror image. Then Halowell had 
them do a verbal exercise, where 
they faced each other and could 
say anything they wanted at any 
time, as long as it was motivated by 
an emotion and directed toward 
getting to know that person. 
The session was therapeutic in 
nature, Strauss said. Halowell will 
be teaching improvisation at the · 
Mill Pond Center in January. 
Theater-By-The-Sea Director 
Jon Kimball offered an acting 
workshop Wednesday afternoon. 
"His one request was that 
students come prepared with either 
an audition or an interpretation 
(continued from page 13) 
they're working on for class," 
Strauss said. "No one came with 
anything." · 
"He was kind enough to come to 
the University because he's very 
busy," Strauss said. "He himself 
says there isn't that much 
connection between the University 
and Theater-By-The-Sea, but 
there could be. Students are 
welcome to set up apprenticeships. 
there." 
Yesterday's schedule included 
readings by three UNH poets, a 
slide show by Communications 
instructor Pat Flemin
1
g, a lecture 
by Nutritional Informations 
Systems director Don Lund on 
creative health, and a Shiatsu 
massage by Ginny Bradley of 
Macro Polo, Inc., a health goods 
and services store in Portsmouth. 
A correction on today's free 
events posted in the MU B is the 
cancellation of the film "Art in the 
Orient," which will be replaced by 
Alfred Hitchcock's "Thirty-nine 
Steps" and "The Best of Saturday 
Night Live." The films are co-
sponsored by STVN and will be 
shown from 6:00 to 9:00 om. 
"As the advisor of AFCA, I 
hope to put on more things like 
this," Strauss said. "Even though 
there hasn't been a lot of turnout, 
I'm pleased with the opportunity 
to present these programs. Im the 
Spring I hope the students are 
ready for some surprises ." 
The 
New Hampshire 
LIVE FROM THE 
GRANITE STATE ROOM 
FEB. 5,6, & 7, 1982 
CAREERS DON'T BEGIN 
AFfER COLLEGE 





THEY'RE SET TO 
READY TO DANCE? 
PLAY--ARE YOU 
100 -COUPLE LIMIT 
SECURE YOUR SPOT ON THE DANCE FLOOR 
f~r Hetzel Hall's Kidney Foundation Benefit 
Registration Packets available at 
the MUB Information Desk; commuter 
Center Desk; Area 1,11 & III Community 
Desks, Hetzel Hall (See front Bulletin Board). 
STVN 
Explore and Strengthen your abilities 






Be a part of the exciting action 
Student Television Network 
Memorial Union Building Rm. 110 
~CREW-
(continued from page 19) 
the top bracket against the top 
schools, as the men's lightweight 
boat did at the Head-of-the-
Charles Regatta in Boston. The 
lightweight boat struck a blow for 
public education, leaving Harvard, 
Yale and Dartmouth boats behind. 
"You get a lot of satisfaction 
beating them," Chuck Bagley, 
President of the UNH club, said. 
The men's heavyweight boat, . 
entered in the club eight division 
ran its record to 42-0 against a 
slightly weaker field. At the 
Charles, they finished second to 
the Worcester Rowing Associa(-
ion 's boat, but the Worcester boat 
cut inside a buoy, resulting in a ten 
second penalty that allowed UNH 
to repeat as champs. A slight taint, 
but 42-0 is 42-0 
UNH Business Manager, Mike 
O'Neil, said that the club raises 
money for equipment and that the 
Recreational Sports department 
tries to match that figure. The 
school also provide $11,500 for 
operating expenses. 
"This year we budgeted for two 
new boats (nearly $10,000 with 
oars)," O'Neil said. '---We're trying 
to Speed up the replacement of 
equipment. We try to match them 
so if we give them $16,000, they 
might be spending $16,000 of their 
own. We usually give them about 
$15,000." 
UN H stages scrimmage races 
against the lower echelon of the 
Eastern Association of Rowing 
Colleges, or Eastern Sprints as 
they are called. The only exposure 
they get to the old guard of rowing 
is at "Head" races, like the Charles 
or Connecticut. They do make the 
most of those appearances, 
however. 
"I think people are aware that 
they have a good program there." 
Harvard coach Harry Parker said 
"I don't know much about them 
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because we only see them once a 
y~ar." . . - STREAK-"We're trying to race against 
teams that we are competitive (continued from page 20) 
_against," Marshall said. "We feel 
we can beat the weaker Eastern So the streak is over. It ca~e to 
Sprint teams like BU, Northeast- · an abrupt halt as UN H was beaten 
em and Dartmouth. Our by a stong Providence College 
lightweight boat beat every hockey team. Brown (tonight) and 
Eastern Sprint team but Navy and Colby (tomorrow night) will still 
Princeton at the Charles." be out to beat the 'Cats this 
The closeness that developes in weekend at Snively. Meanwhile, 
that kind of struggle is present on the Wildcats will try to start 
the UNH club. It is a bond that another winning streak. 
comes from hard work and little 
more than personal satisfaction. 'C. ATS 
"There's a lot of closeness that - -
develops, especially within your 
boat,_ Petrella said. "you:re all (continued from page 19) 
working together, you cant help 
but get excited." 
"You work together, you win 
together and then you party 
together, "Bagley said. 
The UN H crew has come a long 
way. They feel they can go further 
and do it without varsity money 
and red tape. They are easy to root 
for, because they epitomize the 
underdog and prove that money, 
really isn't everything. 
look at what we have, they're not 
that good," Pearson (22 saves) 
said. "We beat Providence (5-4 
Saturday night) and lost to 
Harvard. What doe~ that say? 
There must be some kind of phobia 
with Harvard. It takes away our 
home ice advantage." 
The 'Cats travel to Colgate 
tomorrow night to face the Red 
Raiders who are 3-2 this season. 
Call for a Complim,entary Facial 
742-6077 
COSMETICS · Martha Laurie . 
fJ.U Independent Consultant 
'c;i>/ 11 Federnl St. Dover, NH 03820 
-----------
T ll E STONE CHURCH 
on the hilf in Newmarket 
Friday & Saturday Dec. 11 & 12 
THE DRONES 
$1 off admission with thff ad until 9:00 
There is no reason or phobia 
conn~cted to Colgate, so the 'Cats 
will have to just prepare for a good 
hockey game. A rah.bit's foot 















Don't forget to bring your used 
books back to the 
MORTAR BOARD USED 
BOOK SALE 
where YOU set the selling price! 
Book collection begins: 
Jan. 17th in the 
Senate-Merrimack Room, MUB 
Watch for futher details' in January 
Sponsored by the Mortar Board National 
Honor Society 
y SOPHOMORES 
CONSIDER THE ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
NEXT SEMESTER 
-You can compete for a two-year scholarship which includes full tuition, fees, books and supplies plus 
$100 per month. 
-You can qualify to begin our program by attending the Army ROTC Basic Camp next summer. (Basic 
Camp is a paid 6-week camp in which no obligation is incurred.) 
-By taking Army ROTC your last two years, you can earn $100 per month, receive an officer's 
commission at graduation and, if selected for active duty, earn a starting salary of over $16,000. 
-You can take part in a program of management, leadership and adventure training which will be 
beneficial in any career. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE ARMY 
ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM, CONTACT: 
CPT Dick Kamakaris 
203, Zais Hall,' UNH 
Durham, N.H. 03824 
Telephone: 862-1078 
.. 
~ ........ "&: ~ · .. ~ ·~ ••• , 
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CATCH THE EXCITEMENT -
OF MONDAY NIGIJT F-OOTBALL 
ON STVN'S GIANT SCREEN 
PERPLEXED ABOUT 
CHRISTMAS? 
You won't need your glasses to 
see every groping detail of 
the battle between: 
-Give a "Super Cookie" . 
decorated with your tlwn "personal" message or 
select from our 16 display supers. 
the Atl. Falcons & L.A. Rams . 
on 
December 14th at 8 p.m. 
in the Mub Pub. 
Hot Dogs, burgers, & beverages available. 
No cover charge--Compliments of: 
Student Television-Network 
Mub. Rm. 110 




ARMY ROTC 2D SEMESTER 
... Freshmen students can still be-gin participation in the Army ROTC 
program (with absolutely no military obligations) . 
... Freshmen students can compete for 3-year full tuition and required 
. fees scholarships which also include $100 per month for three · 
academic years . 
... Freshmen ROTC students are challenged by instruction and 
training designed to build confidence and improve leadership skills. 
BEGIN ARMY ROTC 
2nd SEMESTER CHALLENGE YOURSELF 
ARMY ROTC 
For more information, contact: 
CPT Richard Kamakaris 
203 Zais Hall 
. -· Telephone·:·2:.ro1s . . ,_,-;1· ,:/•'I -. ~' I ,," ( J I 4 r i 'j' .. ' , 
) ' tf f 1 ,r ~ 
1, .., , 
I ~ 1 ( \ ...... 
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..__A_u_to_s_to_r_s_a,_e.:..__] [ fi / 
73 VW Bug. Good condition. High 
Mileage, but runs excellent. Very little 
rust . Good basic transportation . New 
$500 Sony Stereo. New Radials, $1 200 or 
Best Offer . Call 436-2700 x 164 anytime. 
For Sale - Overhead Garage Door - 10 feet 
wide x 8 feet high , 4 windows, good 
condition . Asking S50. Sumner Cohen, 
185 High Street, Somersworth, 1-692-
2265. 12/ 15 
Pianos for Sale . Pianos rebuilt and 
refinished. Cleaning markproofing and 
regulating. New keys installed . Ray 
Desjardins 2 Freeman Court Dover, NH. 
742-5919 evenings. 
71 Bus, Body good, new_ muffler, new 
brakes, excellent interior, new rebuilt 
engine (200 'miles on new engine) 
1550/ 80 (Must sell leaving USA) Call 
John(603)868-7335. 12/ 11 
Automobile: AMC Gremlin, midnight 
blue, automatic, A / C, AM-FM, brand new 
radials, 30 mpg highway, 25 mpg city. Car 
in excellent shape - $2,500 or 8 .0. must 
sell:... movi_ng overseas. 749-3426. 12/11 
1978 Honda Civic CVCC 40 mpg - brown, 
excellent conditon, front wheel drive, 
great in snow, new battery, new exhaust 
system . Book value: $3450/ Negotiable 
call 868-5338. 12/15 
'72 Buick Skylark, very good conditino, 
new exhaust, new snow tires, runs 
excellent, body in perfect condition, very 
reliable, 1,400 or best offer . Call 749-
1958 and ask for Bob S. after 5. 
_A_p_a_rt_me_n_ts_f_or_R_e_nt_ [ .. ]
Female roommate needed for apt . in 
Newmarket. (Sliding Rock, Apt . 104) 
Kitchen, bathroom, Living Room, own 
room , tennis courts . S 150 per month plus 
ut1ht1es. Call Melissa at 659-5269 or 
Cheney Rentals at 659-2303. On Kari-
Van Route . 12/11 . 
Wanted : Female-non-smoker for 5 rm. 
Dover apt.centrally located ¼ mile from 
downtown. 2 min . for K-Van , Own large 
bedroom, S90 month - plus heat and elec. 
to share w / 2 other women. 12/ 15 
Wanted : One roomate to share a two-
bedroom apartment. Located by the New 
England Center. Call Michele or Merry for 
more info. at 868-2806. To start Jan. 1, 
1981. 
,.Apartment for Rer1 Newmarket, 2 
bedrooms, Kitchen, livingroom, Bath; 
275/ month not including heat, elect, or 
hot water. On K-van route, pets allowed 
with permission. Lease up on June 1st. 
Available Jan 1st. Security deposit 
· required . Caontact Jennie or Lee at 659-
6029. Preferably in the evening. 
The Ghetto - 3 female roomates wanted. 
S 14 7 a month including heat, convenient 
on-·ca'mpus lacation . Call Debbie or 
Penny. 868-2943. 12/ 15 
For Rent : 2 Bedroom Townhouse Condo 
in Rural Dover . Private, Quiet setting. 
Fireplace, dishwasher, washer / dryer. K-
Van route. No pets. Faculty, Staff, Grad. 
Avail. Jan . $300/ mo. 742-4293 or 749-
5894 Glenn. 12/15 
Male or Female Housemate needed!! Tri-
City Apts. Dover . rent S 116.00 mo. plus 
electricty (heat included) You will get your 
own room in a quiet friendly atmosphere . 
On K-Van route . Call 742-2736 and ask 
for Csilla or Barbara . 
Male Roomate Needed for second 
semester in Convenient Durham Apt . 
bu ilding . S 130/ mo. Heat included. 
Electric less S 10 month. Spacious living 
room , fireplace , large kitchen, 2 bedrm. 5 
min from campus. Call 868-5097 after 
11 :00 p.m. Ask for Jeff. 
DURHAM - Female needed to share two 
bedroom apartment . Central location, 
available next semester. Rent $125 / mo 
incl. heat . Call 868-1093 or stop by 
apartment C2, 37 Madbury Rd . 12/ 15 
Spring Semester Apt. Durham: 2 person, 
1 bedroom apt. available. 4 Main St . $900 
per person . Available Dec. 23. Call Toni or 
Karene 868-7227.12/ 11 . 
Male Studetn from UnIversIty m 1\ii::vv 
England needs housing near UNH . Jan. 
12 -Feb. 17. Call collect 603-934-5671 . 
Between 5-10 p.m . daily. 12/ 15 
Roomate wanted : 5 bedroom ho.use in 
Dover, S75 a month plus utilities (Ave. 
S30 a month)own bedroom, access to A & 
B Dover Kari -Van. Call Debbie 742-4241, 
Keey trying 12/15 
1 ½ bedrom, livingroom, huge kitchen, 
bathroom with skylight . Located on Main 
St. of Durham. Easy walk to grocery stor 
and all campus buildings. You pay 
electricity. Rent is $1000/ semester. 
S200 security deposit. Lease. Male of 
Female . Smoker of nonsmoker. No pets. 
Off -street parking. Available 12/20/ 81 
Call Becky 868-5845. Call before 9 a.m. or 
after 10 p.m. 12/ 15 
FREE ROOM: I have a room available for a 
Resident Assistant type apartment 
manager. For 1982 school year . Applicant 
must live in area for 2 plus years. Must 
have own tools and be free for a portion of 
summer. 424-4122.12/ 15. 
Ourham-Female needed to share 
apartment in the Ghetto, available for 
second semester . Central location, 
minutes away from campus and 
downtown! $147/ mo. includes heat. 
Contact Cheryl at 868-5865. 1 2/22 
_H_e1p_w_~n-te~_11 HI 
Responsible live in child care needed for 
two boys 6 & 9, 3 p.m. til 10p.m. Tues. -Fri . 
all day Sun. Days off Mon. & Sat. room & 
Board and salary, own trans. required. 
Reply Bx. 474. Rye, N.H. 03870 or call 
964-6427.12/ 15 
Draftperson wanted--someone to finalize 
. page layouts, plans for the 1980 Granite. 
Pays $2. 50 a page with a possible bonus if 
finished in a timely manner. Pick up an 
application and return to the MUB Room 
126 by Dec. 11 . . 
Wanted - Person top play guitar or flute 
(prefer classical) for wedding north of 
Hanover NH on January 9 . Call 868-1069. 
12/15 
For Sale : Trak Cross Country skis and 
poles. plus Hierling Boots size 9 . Whole 
package for S95.00! Used only a few 
times. But as a package or boots seperate. 
Call 868-9854. Ask for Wil Rm. -205 . 
12/ 15 
TIMBERLAND BOOTS $30.00 for sale : 
brown women 's hiking boots size 8. 
Contact Patty in Williamson room 247 B-
lower or call 2-2098 Brand new, must 
sell! 
K2 710 Comps with Tyrolia 360R bindings 
asking 160.00. Pair of Caber "Bio 
System" boots asking 50.00. Call Neal in 
Room 208 868-9739. 
Snow Tires: Pair 155-12 studded radials . 
Excellent condition . S55. Call 679-8117 
(evenings). 
For Sale - '69 Chevy Nova SS and '68 
Volkswagen "pop top" camper, both good 
mechanically and body-wise. Moving. 
$1500 either vehicle . Call 332-4946 
evenings and week-ends . 
For Sale: Microscope, Tasco german-
made new rr+wooder,. case . $50.00 call 
332-4946 evenings and weekends. 
For Sale: Head downhill ski is with Tyrolia 
bindings, 185 em's (6'), S50; ;:rnd Raichle 
ski boots, men's size 8, S25. Both in 
excellent condition . Call Alan at 659-
3876 or inquire in M216 Kingsbury Hall. 
FOR SALE: Northland Fiberglas, downhill 
dkiis with step-in bindings, 5'2", $50.00 
and Kastinger ski boots size 7, $25. 
lnexcellent condition . Call Barbara, 659-
3876, before 9 p.m. or see Alan in M216 
Kinosburv Hall. · 
Bone Phone: the original AM-FM stereo 
shoulder harness that will viabrate your 
inner ear. Great way to tune into the Free 
Waves or any of your other favorite 
stations. Original retail $80.00, will sell at 
_s_4:o.oo, call 74_9-3426. n 1 11 
RICK 'S PICK UP - Rick Wright Moving and 
Hauling day or night. Call 868-1524, 
Mon, Wed, Fri - 12:00-2:00 p.m. Ask for 
Mary or Deb. 12/ 15. 
For Sale : Panasonic PLL · combination 
turntable and amp with Thruster 
speakers . Excellent cond ition - asking 
S 120.00 or B. 0. Call Rose 659-3221 . 
Hospital Scrub Suits. Now on sale 
Exclusive at Wentworth - Douglas~ 
Hospital with hospital seal sold at gift and 
on gift cart s?~ J:;O / <:<>t 
For Sale-1 pair Oynaster Acrypacts 
"Great Freestyle Ski" with Besser 
Competition bindings. $60. Also, 1 pair 
Lange Pro boots with Nordica Bladders 
and a snow flap. $15. Get both for $75 
and receive a free pair of poles. Call Steve 
at 742~6603. 
Personals l[~J ------------ .:. 
To my favorite Audi :Just think -not every 
girl gets a chance to be serenaded in the 
early hours. And all because of you! I 
wouldn 't want it any other way. (Want to 
fight about it? Me neither!) I love you 
bigger than a breadbox, apartment house, 
condominium .. . 
Wanted : Responsible person to drive car 
to Florida West Palm Beach area . During 
week of Dec. 20th to 27th . Expenses paid. 
Call 603-964-6856. 
Point O'Pines Camp for Girls is looking for 
female counselors. Check Placement 
Office or write: Andrew Rosen, 221 
Harvard Avenue. Swarthmore. PA. 
19081 . 1 21 1 b Dover unfurnished apt . Large Master 
Bedroom. master bath, carpeted, well 
insulated . Anderson Windows, air Hitchcock Hall Presents : CANDY CANE 
conditioned bedroom, $240.00 month . MESSAGES!! For only 50¢ you get candy 
Quiet person, fuel cost last year 380.00 . cane, message, and delivery ar,ywhere on 
plus electric - lease. 2 persons $300.00 campus! On sale Dec . 14, 1'5, and 16 at 
month Ref . Stove . Parking, car. Ray lunch and supper in Upstairs Huddleston! 
Desjardins 742-5919 evenings. ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS is my. 
DOVER: Small apt . Living room, kitchen, earphones back . They were stolen out of 
bath, large storage rooms on 2nd floor, rny roo;:1 on third floor Devine last week in 
ref., stove . Available Jan 1982--6 month the middle of the night and I can 't survive 
or 1 yr. lease. Quiet student . only -- without them! Will whoc,er took them s, 65_00 month plus oil and electric. Pets please get in touch with me about giving them back. Reward offered . This toy has 
iJ,,, r;,egotia~I~. _13~ ~. 5~ , " , •• ·~ -.. ,. • ,.,~ ,n: ~seqti.!:)!l-f.ll?J.._v~ .. ut ·10., me. A~~-~f~~R<!~'~ e-" 
Position available for 0 .T. major - -at . ·-DB Here's your first personal, and it 's 
Oscar's Fitness Emporium. Must be about time since you'll be graduating 
taking kinesiology. Suggested experience soon . Go out and knock em dead, but don't 
in massage, but not required, we will forget us poor spuls .still sweating it out 
train . Please apply in person at Oscar's here. Remember the good times we've 
Fitness Emporium, 140 Madbury Rd. shared. Dippy, Vermin, PC and Shwepps, 
Congratulations Margaret: You're finally Private Eyes your Kiss is on my List, I can 't 
a sisteratAX Horseshoe. You 've got those go for that no can do. I've got your body 
rare qualities I look for- -I love you! now I want your soul. Debbie 
Kimberly 8 .-l'm not one for sweet HAPPY ANIVERSARY Dick and Chink - 4 
messages, and you're ·not one for 
personals. But have fun in Washington 
because I'll miss you. Your mentor . 
Holly, here's to this weekend . I love you . 
Huddleston Hall, Here Comes Ed. Teach 
those commies, huh buddy? 
Jim Singer, the cute little boy who never 
cleans the processor, will be at The New 
Hampshire Staff PARTY tonight. 6 Mill Rd. 
Apt 3-G. 9 p.m. 
Jim Singer did you say? I'll be there!! --a 
dazed and dreamy typist . 
Santa Claus is coming to town and you 
can get your picture taken with him at 
Stillings, Dec. 15-17 from 4-6 p.m. Cost 
only one dollar. 
Do you wish you were as good fr iends 
with Jim Singer as I am??? Go to The New 
Hampshire staff party tonight. 
Are you a sophomore or freshman? Are 
you into playing "cop" at rock concerts? 
Consider joining the few, the proud, the 
SWAT team. Stop by SCOPE offices for 
details. 
Be honest now. How many of you really 
MISS Todd and Marion? That's just what I 
thought . Well, they may be back. But they 
may not. 
Brian : Get psyched for the P.O. Drink a 
little, dance a little .. . S.F.? It's going to be 
the best! xoxoxoxoSue. 
To the beautiful girl on the U.N.H. ski 
team, with long blond hair and blue eyes . I 
see you at Huddleston and up the Field 
House, but do not know your name! What 
is it???? D.H. 
Terry McNeer - We're psyched that you 
are here visiting us in Durham . You are a 
hot ticket. We are excited that you are 
coming . iomorrow. Get psyched because 
Theta Gamma·s.PD's are the best you will 
ever go to!! Love DZ. 
Read this next personal. 
Christmas in the Quad!!!! Sunday, Dec. 
13. Activities include : Free Skating at 
Snively (1 :30-3:30 p.m.) Decorating the 
Christmas Tree (2 p.m.) Bonfire, 
Christmas Carrolls with the NH 
Gentlemen and Notables, and tree 
lighting (7-9 p.m .)Sponsored by Area II 
Programing Boan;! . • 
Thanks for reading that personal. 
To all my super good friends at The N.H.-
-Boy, am I super psyched about tonight. 
Are you guys set for the big bash, or 
what?? I mean, everybody's really 
friendly, and it just will be an awesome 
time . Good time for all. Psyched. Yeah. 
Wicked . 
TUESDA Y's issue of The New Hampshire 
is you LAST chance to write a personal 
this semester!!! Deadline for Tuesday•s ' 
personals is TODAY at 2 p.m. Buy them 
for $1 in room 108 of the MUB . And have 
a good Christmas break . 
Steve Damish you co-sports editor, you . 
Congrats on the big two-oh . -The New 
Hampshire . 
I heard Deb Metcalf.J (even though she is 
beautiful) can't even put four inch paper 
in a canister . 
Riders to Chicago area needed to share 
driving and expenses. Leaving Dec. 22 
from Durham. 659-5412 or 692-54 79. 
Nancy T. 
To the guys on Hunter 2nd . Your ~II 
obnoxious,. perverted, obscene, insolent, 
beer pounding scumbags. But in my book 
your O.K. Billy, Shorty, Bellah, Neil, Slats, 
Frankie, Daz, John, Steve, & "Geek" my 
roo.mate. Your all "Cool Shits." Think 
about me surfing the mission beach jetty 
next Jan. when your freezing nut . Oh 
yeah, If you guys <!re going to keep rolling 
your pants down in front of Monette, wait 
until see puts her glassesd on . She has 
trouble seeing small objects. " It's been 
real." Mike "The Kid from California ." 
Englehardt Mailman! How can I ever 
thank you for showing me the way to live 
my life without barriers? I guess all I 
needed was to have My "sorority_ brother" 
show me that the right people can make a 
relationship perfect. My love and trust 
forever! 
*Attention* Ski Bums!! All those 
interested in joining the UNH Ski Club you 
can sign up anytime just call Nancy at 
. 868 - 1398. We. already have 130 
·members!! It costs only $4 for 
membership which entitles you to several 
privilages . . i .e . 10% discount at 
Gallaghers Sport Center, possible free 
day / night pass at Crotched Mtn . 
transportation to major ski areas, and 
lower ticket prices. Join now because 
membership may be closed after 
vacation! For more information call : 
Nancy 868-1398 Bill 868-1363 Chuck 
742-5348 · 
Handsome reward offered for the 
recovery of a tan jacket made by North 
Face. Has 4 outside pockets with velcro. It 
is only a rain shell made of heavy nylon 
taffeta which resembles canvas in 
appecJrance. Size L XL inside seams by 
inspection can be seen to be covered by a 
tape Call 868-1765 if you think you any 
information . 
Must sell, Kent acoustic guitar $70or best 
offer, normally $150. Call Peter, 217 
Congreve, at 2-1656. 
years. 
. The New Hampshire Gentlemen 's first 
album, "Debut 1981" is now on sale at 
Town and Campus and the UNH 
Bookstore. If you enjoy the Gents live, 
you 'll love allyour favorite songs on 
"Debut 1981 " . The New Hampshire 
Gentlemen ... ; "good singing and good 
times!" 
Dave P. (alias " Buffy") Thanks for the 
rose! I'm really looking forward to the PD. 
Watch out for Santa Claus. Love, " Big 
Sis " (another Buffy) P.S. It's a good thing 
there"ll be a DJ - No drumsets to upset! 
Jim C. Get psyched for the DZ pledge 
dance. DZ's PD's are always the best. Get 
psyched to do some wild and crazy 
dancing. Santa should be good to you! 
Merry Christmas Luv, Linda OXOX 
K.A.J. You are a great Little sister, the 
three things I like best about you is on; you 
believe in procrastination, two; you're a 
. procrastinator; three; you procrastinate. I 
know you 're in the right familyll hope you 
are looking forward to Saturday (notice I 
didn't say get psyched, get nuts, or go 
wild) Love your big sis CMG P.S. stick with 
tradition don't finish your paddle!!! 
Di, KG, Jen, Lori, and Meredith, UMass 
was a blast and everything went well. 
Only as the chairperson in charge of 
education atthe University of Durham, at 
New Hampshire, I'd just like to say Grace 
was not a founder!!! Get prepared for 
another eventful weekend at the P.D. 
Love ya C.G, P.S. How many preference • 
points did I get? P.S.S Will you autograph 
my lamp? 
Neil , Get psyched for the best pledge 
dance ever. DZ will never let you donw. 
It's gonna be awesome XX.0O Patti 
Dan L. alias D.D. Thank-you for a fantastic 
Birthday. You're such a doll!! Get psyched 
for Sat. Night, it 's gonna be great with you 
as my date. Love ya . Gina OOOXXX 
Linda P. Well Kiddo this is your weekend. 
We 're going to do it up to the max. Get 
psyched to go WILD. You-re the greatest 
little sister anyone could have. Thank you 
for everything. Love ya kiddo, Gina 
xxxooo 
E - You make me happy! Love ya K. 
Happy 20th birthday JEFF HIRD! You 
finally are old enough to drink like the rest 
of us. We love ya!!! Some admirers. 
Kirsten : Well you 're almost there. This 
semester has been a great one. I'm so 
glad we'ver been apart of it together. 
Congratulations Kiddo, you're the best. 
Hey- by the way, have you had a snow 
cone lately? Love ya XXOO K.G. 
T - Happy 21st!!! We love you lots! M&K 
To: Dave P., Pete S., Tom S., Neil L. and 
Wally A. You have the priviledge of 
escorting the lovely ladies of Devine 8th to 
the Ocean House This Sat. (You lucky 
dogs you!!!) We are really psyched and 
ready to snap!! Get primed to drink, dance 
and polar bear at York . Also a warm 
welcome to the newly adgpted daughter 
in our illustrious group, Petunia!! We love 
ya! And Mildred can't yell at me for 
spilling the beans anymore! Love you all! 
Gertrude. 
Prunes, Peaches, Avacado, Watermelon 
and Alfalfa!!!!!!! 
To Michael Charles Penney, 323 Randall 
Hall : It has recently been brought to our 
attention that you were displeased with 
the printing of your full name in the 
personals. You seem to have overlooked 
the fact that your FULL name did not 
appear. For your benefit, we have made 
the appropriate correction . (Anyone 
interested in further information on 
Michael Penney should send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to the 
caretakers of The Bronx Zoo). Sorry again 
about the error, Mike. The additional info 
is on us . 
SHARD 'S GIRLS! 
Twas the night before Friday and all 
through the Frat, All the creatures were 
stirring, doing this and doing that. The 
composites were hung on the walls with 
great care, In hope that the chicks would 
admire them there. When up in the coat 
room, arose such a scheme, We'd steal a 
compos ite and then blow that whole 
scene! Away to the window we flew like a 
flash-- lore open the curtains and threw 
up the sash, Our only witnesses were 
busy passing a pipe; " Shut the 
window ... it's cold!" was their only gripe. 
Our driver was waiting, with our Mark VI 
(six), While the one at the door tried to 
cover our tricks. With our red-headed 
driver, we made off with it fast, Picking up 
our door guard, not the least but the last. 
And we cheered and we shouted and 
called them by name, "You Beta boys will 
NEVER know who's to blame!'" We took it. 
back home and admired it for awhile, 
Then made a quick change and went back 
with a smile! We spoke not a word and 
had some more beer .. . Laughing to· 
ourselves, '79--disappeared? ! ! ! 
Lisa, Guppy, and anyone else, including 
myself, who is unfortunate enough to be 
seated at Lori 's table . Let 's try to make the 
best of an already bad situation . We all 
know this stupid PO is gonna be the pits, 
but, for Lori's sake, let"s make the best of 
it . l=lo Hum, get psyched, Ra .... Ra ... The 
Comp. Sci Guy. 
To wish Meg Baker a Happy 19th 
Birthday, call 862-3144on or around Dec. 
21st. HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROOM IE!! 
Happy 18th Birthday! After your 
kiclnapping, I began to realize that you are 
a very erotic person. This suspicion was 
confimed by our excursion to Dorothi's 
(ooh -sexy!) and the discovery of your 
many "variations." We 've had a lot of 
interesting times since Sept...dinner avec 
mes parents and crab stuffed 
shrooms .. . the midn ite jaunt to Hampton 
and of course our memorablegalavanting 
about frat row on All Hallow's Eve. I hope 
we have a lot more good times before you 
turn the big one-nine. Love ya- -Your 
Springsteen Loving Roomie . 
Congrats on 316 .. . the Mini's Loss is 
Hubbard 's Gain ... besides, the closer you 
ar_e, the better. Get psyched to "kick ass" 
at the PD. WICKED INTENSE! 
Call 862 -3105 to wish Shannon a happy 
18th Birthday. 
Monette--Well babe, it's been a hell of a 
semester. I'm grateful for the times we've 
shared together and I"m confident there 
will be many more . My surfing buddies 
need me in San Diego, so back I go. You 
and I both need space to sort things out, 
and I know we will. I got reservations on 
that "big ol jet airliner" for whenever you 
need me--so don't hesitate to call. I can 
always sacrifice a weekend at the beach 
to see you . Can't wait until you fly out for 
XMas break . Bring your bathing suit for 
the days but nothing for the nights. 
Bonzai! I love you , Mike. 
To Thigh-Man , 3-B Christenson : You 
make our dinners more appetizing. And 
nobody does those leg stretches like you. 
We noticed you got those Geils tickets you 
were looking for . We'll share an elevator 
with you again anytime, but until then --
Love to watch you strut. Your Hubbard 
Admirers. P.S. Would you consider nude 
modeling? 
To Tricia, Sharon, Nancy, Sue, Cindy, 
Jane, Roxanns, Greg, John, Tom and 
Sean: Thanks for helping us trim the tree 
and put us in the spirit. Thanks for helping 
us drink the rum & eggnog too. It was fun . 
Have a great season. Love, Carol & Lisa. 
Ugh, hot digidy damn! •• 
TO MY BLUE-EYED SWEETHEART: They 
say, "time flies when you're having fun." 
Well, it certainly did for us. Two years as a 
matter of fact. But I can 't think of any 
other way I would have better enjoyed 
spending those ·two years than with you. 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY ... Love, Karla . 
ALICIA--Reached your saturation point 
yet?! Not me. To be there or not to be 
there, that is the question! Just hanging 
out.. .as will be always. Love, Cath . 
Attention MUB PUB DWELLERS , 
FRANKLIN FANS, and music maniacs. 
You are all invited to join New England 's 
top bands and disc jockies for 48 hours of 
exhilarating dancing. The Free Waves of 
~UNH-FM will come crashing through 
the Granite State Room doors along with 
. the electric live tunes of the I.Q.'S, 
CROSSFIRE, THE CHORDS, and THE 
TOES--all to help you dance for those who 
can't . Terrific prizes--BERMUDA, ski 
passes, you name it! All money raised 
benefits the N.H. kidney foundation, JOIN 
THE GUEST LIST REGISTER NOW!!! 
CCAP Members!! The Dover Chapter 
proposes a move into the restaurant 
business ... how about it? 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY HIL! We 're having a 
party, everybody ' s singing, Happy 
Birthday Hilary. Now you can Shake-
Rattle-and Roll. Remember, only fool's 
fall in love so don't waste time~-get 
physical. Have a great birthday and get 
sedated . Love, your Damn Dog Friends. 
"To be content is to be dead"--MP (But 
being hapy isn "t necessarily bting . · 
content, is it?) 
Pre-face (short ROTC person). Is sex after 
sixty exciting?) You'll have to tell me all 
about it at the P.O. Get psyched to go nuts 
and drink like never before . Your favorite 
GMC Nurse, Michelle . 
ATTENTION : Twenty Two Young Drivers 
Wasn't the long wait worth it? Just try and 
tell us we aren 't the best! Let's do it again 
soon! The Williamson Duo. 
Peteur : Go for it! Lunch ladies are 
experienced ... just be careful, you know 
what they say about older women . M .A.T. 
Update on 36 Young Drive: Peg has "Jost · 
her wig", Jacki has recovered form her 5 
minute cold and now is suffering from a 2 
week case of "testanxiety" , Meg was last 
seen running away with the spoon; Deb 
needs her own grease can & a bottle of 
Drano; Karin wants her pompoms kept in 
the closet; and Kathy has been busy 
" logging off. " That's it! Output, 
output...ya gotta love it! 
GIFTS-GIFTS-BON MARCHE - MUY 
BARATO CAN'T DECIDE ON A 
CHRISTMAS OR HANUKAH GIFT? 
Factory Liquidation of high quality rock 
maplewood cutting boards, knife holders 
and other attractive wood products. 
Prices start as low as $10.00. Coming 
next Monday-Friday, 10:00a .m.-3:00 
p.m., top floor of the MUB. 
Looking for a special partridge for. 
someone ·spear tree? come to the 12 days 
of Christmas Sale at the Cat's Closet in 
the MUB now through Dec. 22. 
Finches for sale. Raised by local author of 
a bird book . Wholesale prices, $6-$18. 
Call 868-2230. 
To the fall pledge class of Alpha Xi Delta: 
Congratulations on finishing an awesome 
eight weeks of pledging . Get psyched for 
tonight! Love, your sisters of Alpha Xi . 
+. 
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PEKSONALS 
Lost: A Set of keys outside Young's 
restaurant Sunday morning. If found, 
please call 868-2925 1? / 1 fi 
HEADING TO DENVER AREA FOR X-
MAS? I need a rider to split expenses and 
driving. I plan to leave no fater than the 
20th. hopefully sooner. This will insure 
getting there before X-Mas. Interested? 
Call Scott at 2-1617 or 868-9748. 
Looking forward to a 12 hour. shopping 
spree on Christmas Eve? Try the 12 Days 
Of Christmas Sale now thru Dec. 22 at the 
Cat's Closet in the MUB instead. 
Joe Sudbay, you're an F-ing donkey and I 
hate you! Watch yourself ... JaD says so 
too! 
Hey, how would you liketositonthe lap of 
the most popular guy around? Well. for 
only one dollar you can get your picture 
. taken with Santa Claus at Stillings from 
4-6 p.m., Dec. 15-17.12/15. 
To 45 Centre Street 02554: You're a great 
friend . Love. 82 Centre Street 02554. 
Elizabeth--Look at that face, JUST LOOK 
AT IT! Your smile may be lyrical. but your 
LAUGH HAS GOT TO GO! congratula-
tions on being selected for Chico (this isn't 
TOO late, is it?) Thanks for this semester --
I'll really miss you. )Barbra Willi too) and 
with good reason --you've been a real 
buddy and a friend, even though we never 
listened to each other; But, hey they're 
our lives. we can do what we want! Well, I 
can't THHINK OF A THHING to say, 
except, I will find in no book what I find 
when I look (dum, dum. dum) at that face! 
Take Care . Love, D. 
The double H's are NOT typos . They 
wanted it that way . 
Eve Wrigley. If you want your money for 
Catalyst typesetting , come by and see me. 
We 'll talk about how you can get it. No no 
no. TIM xoxoxoxoxoxox 
Swisty--My P.O. with you at the Red 
Jacket was great and I'm sorry to hear 
about your fate . I hope you will feel better 
real soon so we all c.an congratulate you 
on the position of President of PKA that 
you'll assume. -Carol. 
Robin Peters is not a pig, but just a 
wonderful , adorably cute. person who 
jus
1
t writes BIG .-Ex-editors. 
Hanah. Front Street is far away from 
Durham but never far from my heart. TJH . 
HECKLE!! For you from Montaigne and 
me: "If anyone should ask why I love my 
friend there could be but one answer : 
Because I was I. because he was he ." Get 
ready to boogie on down to BERMUDA!! 
(one way or another!) -your new 
compagna di camera (see. I did remember 
some of those Monday night words!) 
Love, Eckle. 
"That's cool ," 'Tm hip," and "Keep on 
Truckin" ' Also, "Right on," "What a 
Groove:" and "Out of Sight ." Peace and 
Love, Xeno Smith . P.S. : You really ought 
to escape from the weight of your 
corporate logo. Like. wow.- man, Flower 
Power Sucks . 
Beth Skillings, you are one awesome girl! 
P. Gorrum--Thanks so much for taking me 
to my P.O. I had an EXCELLENT time! 
Sorry things didn't work out the way we 
both (I think) wanted them to, .. maybe 
some other time during your college 
career ... if 'you even pass your finals and 
are here next semester. Looks like you 'll 
have to pull some of those ingenious 
moves you rambled on and on about last 
week. Good Luck! With Love. N. PS. Did I 
tel you you look AWESOME in shorts?? 
HEY SNOWGIRL! You were right--our 
snowpair didn't last until Monday. How 
about trying again this Saturday? Same 
place. 6 :00 p.m . or 10:00 p.m .? YOUR 
FELLOW SNOWMAN BUILDER. 
Hello, it's Gliff "The Girl Magnet" again . I 
wanted to thank the many ladies Who 
made last Saturday so stimulating, 
especially Bobby Jean (BJ), who arrived a 
girl and left a woman . Tomorrow is Frank 
Sinatra's birthday . Ladies. let's celebrate! 
Call me 742-0175. 
Dear Cliff 'The Girl Magnet " , I wanted to 
thank you for picking me as your date over 
everyone else for last Saturday. I never 
knew a man could satisy me so many 
times and ways. I feel I've been liberated 
as a woman! Thanks, Bobby-Jean (BJ). 
DAG--so I hear you lost it--there is no 
· stopping now. Congratulations! C & V. 
To those gals of Fairchild who've made 
this semester s·o much FUN: D.A. MA, 
Wing, Wiland the rest of my second floor 
pals. but especially you Bot, for-putting up-
with me and being· a ·super roomie! It's 
been an awesome semester -- Nick's, 
Scorp's and Kappa Sig, Sub Stop or Karl's 
after every gig. Study breaks at Tally Ho- -
VANILLA or MOCHA. which way to go?!?! 
I'm going to miss all your wonderful 
smiles. But the last thing to keep me from 
you would be miles! We 've all had our 
evenings of bootin' for sure. Or the guy 
that we met by whom we were lured! 
That's all for now. I wish I could stay, So 
" Thanx" and "I love you"- -What more 
can I say? -G (and the whales) 
MUST SELL: Love seat for sale. in good 
condition . I really must sell it. Europe 
awaits! Will accept best offer. Call 
Kathleen at 868-9612, 9:30 a.m .-11 :00 
a.m. Mon., Wed . and Fri. 
Pammie Walther! Many congrats on 
becoming an R.A. Devine·s gain 13 sadly 
our loss. We love ya, chickarah . Best of 
luck and show Area ll'ers what ex Area 
IIJ'ers are made of!! Love. Chickonomics 
and Muschick. 
Tired of saying it with carnations? Say it 
with CANDY CANES! For only 50C you 
can send a friend or loved one a message 
T~ ~Eyv. HA!VJ~SHIR~ F81,D,~W, (?£CEM~ER 11 r).981 
· with a candy cane! On sale Dec . 14, 15, 
16 at lunch and supper in Upstairs 
Huddleston sponsored by Hitchcock Hall. 
Do_n't forg~t the New Hampshire 
Christmas party for staff and guest of the 
New Hampshire . Tonight at 6 Mill Road 
apt. .G-3. Bring $2 .00 and get ready for a 
blast of a time . 
Larry McGrath is going to be at the New 
Hampshire's Christmas party tonight at 6 
Mill Road apt. G-3 with $2 .00 so YOU 
won't want to miss it! Be there for the 
great times. 
Psst. Hey you, need a dynamite, but 
inexpensive gift for the folks? We 've got 
high quality D.D.S. Rock Maplewood 
cutting boards, knife holders, and many 
other quality wood products. Factory 
liquidating, that means really low prices. 
Coming next Mond9y-Friday, 10:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m . Top floor of the MUB. 
LEARN BARTENDING-- Why not ask 
Santa Claus to give you a course in 
professional bartending. Master 
Bartenders School of 84 Main Street in 
Newmarket will offer a special one-week . 
daytime course during the midyear break 
(in January). Our regular two-week 
evening course will also be run at that 
time . for more details on the course; or 
how Santa can enroll you in it, write. or 
call in the evening after 6 PM. Tel 659-
3718.12/ 15 
CJ! What's your problem that has an " S" 
at both ends--and a bed in the middle? 
Please let Bobby know--for his own sake! 
Got those final exam blues? Come to 
Babcock Main Lounge on December 11 
from 6 :00-9 :00 p.m. for a workshop 
entitled " How to Survive Finals. " This 
workshop will focus on how to prepare for 
final exams and how to reduce test 
anxiety. Refreshments will be 
served .12/ 11 . 
At the library of congress. you're screwed 
down for life. There are no undertoads. I 
leave you folks at the illustrations New 
HJ:lmpshire with these wo'rds. Repeat 
after me, ' in unison. to relief 
hemmorhiods: Greg, you have been a 
mentor, even though I could never get you 
into bed. Larry, if you need a cigarette, 
remember this: I deal. Martha : find stage 
II and get out of the null set. The null set 
suggests masturbation standing on one's 
head. Brendan: not tonight, dear, I'm in 
the null set. Tim Hilchey: my best 
goddamned . buddy all fall. I am 
speechless. Darryl: watch out-cauchons 
are people too. Lorette: Don't forget film. 
Einar: You're better than a Brother and 
you suck at pinball. And to those among 
the masses: Hello? Hello? Ofthose of you I 
have forgotten with good reason: Hello? 
Hello? 
TO SOMEONE VERY SPECIAL,(Jona-
than) . . 
Thank You for taking me home 
Wednesday night. I really needed to get 
away!! The talk that we had was very 
special and meaningful. THANK-YOU, 
for being you . Love Peaches .. 
Helen -Gee. I guess I goofed on extending 
you birthday greetings. Well .. .. better late 
than never! I even reserved you a spot 
right here in the New Hampsta . Hey, you 
triple amputees, thanks for one heck of a 
semester . Without you guys being 
neurotic just isn't any fun! Love, a 





"Congratulations Grateful Deoc-1 you'v0 cre~ited a masterp1ece 1" 
-New York Post 
"The movie works where no other rock concert movie hos, in capturing 
some of the e<;sence of the hcmcJ tho! it's obout." 
-Newsday 
"An extroordinory a111rnohon se~irnent ·orens the film ond which as o 
short would merit on Acoderny Award." 
-San Francisco Chronicle 
.,~ -
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only $1.00 in · 
The New Hampshire 
You are invited to worship with us. 
New Creation Fellowship 
-A new Assemblies of God congregation 
serving the Durham/Newmarket area. 
meeting a~ 
Oyster River Elementary School 
Garrison Ave, Durham, NH 
Sundays 10:30 a.m. 
for more ;nformation · call: 
Rev. Michael Chase· 
(603) 659-6160 
I ASSOUUES Of GOD I 
~ 
MUB PUB MOVIE NITE 
Friday, December 11 
Showings at: 8:00 pm & 10: 15 pm 
Admission SJ .00 
Released by Monarch/ Noteworthy 
Produced by Eddie Washington 
Directed by Jerry Garcia and Leon Gast 
Animation by Gary Gutierrez 
Color 
Films Incorporated 
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Harvard puzzle • remains unsolved for UNH · 
By Larry McGrath 
Harvard's 3-2 win over UNH at 
Snively Arena Wednesday was 
hard to figure out. Harvard 
jumped out to a 3-1 first period lead 
and didn't allow much of anything 
to happen during the rest of the 
game to hang on to the victory. It 
was their fifth consecutive win 
against UNH. 
"I can't explain it, but give them 
credit," UNH forward Andy 
Brickley said. '"They forechecked 
us tenaciously. They were able to 
break out of their own z.one with 
just one pass, but they were very 
·effective in bottling us up." 
UNH scored first as sophomore 
Paul Barton tipped a Craig 
Steensen shot past the Crimson's 
Wade Lau (33 saves) while alone in 
front. Dan Potter got the other 
assist at 6:37 of the first period. 
"UNH handles the puck well," 
Harvard coach Bill Cleary said . "If 
you play run-and-shoot with them, 
you're going to get killed. Our goal 
was to forecheck." 
The lead was short-lived as 
Harvard's Scott Fusco, a freshman 
moved in on UNH goaltender 
Todd Pearson from the left and 
put the puck past him while falling 
28 seconds later. 
Later in the period, Mike 
Watson stole the puck from Ross 
Yantzi in the UNH end, circled 
back and beat Pearson high over 
his left shoulder just under the 
crossbar at 8:17. 
With 2:00 remaining, defense-
man Mark Fusco, Scott's junior 
UNH crew 
By Larry McGrath. 
Crew is a sport for lhe elite. Ivy 
League schools with wealthy 
alumni take a pride in their rowing 
programs and put their money 
where their mouth is. Consequen-
tly, the funding for crew teams at 
tradition-rich schools totals well 
into the six-figure range. 
In Durham, N.H., in what UNH 
coach John "Panama" Marshall 
calls an "aluminum box with a dirt 
floor", the UNH crew team stores 
boats that -have competed against 
and sometimes beaten Ivies and 
other rowing powers since 1972. 
They do it on approximately 
$30,000 a year. 
UNH crew is a club sport, 
funded in part by money from the 
University's Recreational, Sports 
department. The Wildcats 
compete in the Dadvail class of 
college rowing, which is similar to 
Division II in other sports, but this 
has not stopped them from fielding 
a lightweight boat that has 
outrowed the top boats from 
Harvard, Yale and Dartmouth-the 
preppiest of the preppies. 
"Any time you come from a 
disadvantaged position to win, it's 
especially satisfying", Marshall 
said. 
They are trying to crash an 
exclusive party and they can barely 
afford to rent the tux. 
"You know how much they (the 
Ivies) have. They go away in the 
spring and during Christmas to 
train," UNH women's captain 
Anna Petrella said. "They have an 
air about them." 
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brother, broke through three UN H 
players and beat Pearson between 
his legs on a beautiful individual 
effort. 
"The goals were good," Pearson 
said. "They were good shots, but I 
usually would be out further. I just 
wasn't on my game." 
It was time for the 'Cats to figure 
out what was happening to them. 
They outshot the Crimson 14-11 in 
the opening period and 15-4 in the 
second. Wade Lau stopped all but 
one and Harvard led 3-1 after 40 
minutes of play. 
"The trouble is, I don't see it 
(.problem) immediately," UNH 
coach Charlie Holt said. "You try 
to tell if it's something your players 
are doing wrong or if they 
( opponents) are just doing well. 
We're going to make some changes 
in our forechecking and breaking 
out of our own end, so it's not the 
player's fault." 
One change that Holt made 
during the game Wednesday was 
to shift speedy Dan Potter to the 
'Cats ' top scoring line. Potter 
replaced freshman Norm Lacombe 
at right wing with Brickley and 
Dan Forget. 
"I thought that maybe I could 
generate a little offense," Holt said. 
"That line had half of the shots in 
the third period, but that was only 
three. Half of nothing is nothing." 
Potter did generate some offense 
in an otherwise listless third 
period. With 5:53 left, he flew in 
towards the goal after a pass and 
knocked Lau flat, dazing him 
momentarily. 
On his next shift, he tipped a 
Brickley wrist shot past Lau, who 
is 4-0 in his career against UN H, to 
bring the Tats within one with 
3:20 left. The assist gave Brickley 
100 career points. 
"I like playing with him (Potter), 
he goes to the net," Brickley said. 
"He makes it happen, that's what a 
good offensive player is supposed 
to do. Norm (Lacombe) is so 
strong, though. You never have to 
worry about him giving up the 
puck, you didn't have to go help 
him out. Norm and I play laid 
back. Maybe the coaches made the 
change because we weren't 
forechecking." 
UNH has not beaten Harvard 
since 1976 and since the Crimson 
are in the Ivy Division, the 'Cats 
will not have another regular 
season chance for revenge. 
"I'm glad that we played UNH 
before Christmas," Mark Fusco 
said referring to UN H's reputation . 
as a slow starter. "They have a 
good crowd and it's tough to come 
out of here with a win." 
"That's the team I wanted to 
beat,''. Brickley said. "I could've 
gone there, but their· coach 
(Cleary) didn't think I could play." 
Brickley has proven that he can 
play and play very well, but UNH 
cannot seem to beat Harvard, a 
team that seems very beatable to 
the 'Cats. 
"Look at what they have and 
'CATS, page 1S 
climbing ivied walls 
The Ivy · League schools are 
reluctant to talk about their• 
balance sheets. According to Burt 
Applebaum, the coach of Trinity 
College, another Dadvail class 
school, the figures are impressive. 
"Yale spent as much going to 
Florida to train, as Trinity gets 
budgeted for crew," Applebaum 
said. "We get about $50,000 
through fundraising, alumni and 
the school, which excludes funds 
for one and a . half coaching 
positions. But the funding the Ivy 
League schools get is unbelieva-
ble." 
University of Pennsylvania 
Business Manager Edwin Ledwell 
said that his school received 
considerably more than UNH, 
while Fran Toland of Harvard 
"did not want to throw a figure out 
but it's a sizable one." 
Several hundred thousands of 
dollars are required to start up a 
good crew program," Ledwell said. 
"Our operating expenses are three 
or four times that (UNH's $30,00). 
It all depends on the history, 
tradition and facilities that a, 
school has." 
Money aside, U~H wins. 
Marshall, called "Panama" 
because of his red hair, and 
women's coach Bob Murphy are 
unpaid. They donate their time to 
develop a program at UNH that 
wins without the stakes to put on 
the table. 
'Tve been coaching two years 
trying to improve the program," 
"Panama" said. "I'm not really -
able to re·cruit, I have to work eight 
hours a day and I'm not always 
around at the right time. The first 
impression a recruit gets is the 
boathouse, which is an aluminum 
box with a dirt floor. I'm trying to · 
work out a formula to attract good 
athletes." 
Some of them are here already. 
The UN H women were runners-up 
to Penn twice, once on Nov.27 at 
the Frostbite Regatta and again on 
the 28th at the Bill Braxton 
M e m o r i a I' Race , bot h i n 
Philadelphia. 
The wome~ have to compete in 
CREW, page IS 
_MUSO 







UNH's Paul Barton (8) bothers Harvard's Mark Fusco (6) in 
Wednesday's 3-2 Harvard win. (Henri B~r~er photo) 
Swimmen glide by 
Crusaders 4 7 -39 
By Sue Valenza 
The UNH men's swim team 
collected a nearly effortless 47-39 
victory over Holy Cross . 
Wednesday night, the win lifting 
the Wildcats to 2-1 going into 
tomorrow's (Saturday's) final pre-
break contest at Maine. 
UNH vaulted toa 15-1 leadafter 
the first two events alone with 
Steve Fernandes, Al Stuart, Steve 
Warren, and Jim Gargan 
collecting a win in the 400 medley 
relay and freshman John Narva · 
notching a first in the l000 free. · 
Senior Joe Harkaway took 
second behind Narva in that event, 
nearly four lengths ahead of third 
place finisher Jim McKenna of · 
Holy Cross. 
Senior co-captain Doug 
Sampson edged HC's Steve Robey · 
for the win in the 200 free with a 
solid I :56.9 while teammates Jim 
Gargan, Pete Devries, and Paul 
Stark nailed a two-three-four 
Wildcat showing in the 50 free, c!ll 
with sub-27.0 times. Mike 
Schmeiser turned in a 23.6 for the 
win ·in that event, one of four Holy 
Cross victories. 
Sampson and sophomore Tim 
Hamilton combined for a one-two 
showing in the 200 IM and 
DeVries emerged as top UNH 
-.. 
finisher in the 100 free, his 58.7 
good enough for third place. The 
top two places in the I 00 free went 
to Dave Kenny and Scott 
Hettinger, both of Holy Cross. 
Junior Ed Landry and Warren 
. finished first and second in the 200 
. back with times of 2:21.9 and 
2:22.7 respectively, but because 
both were swimming unofficially 
in that event, neither collected 
points for the Wildcats. Instead, 
UN H's Fernandes copped first 
place point totals, his 2:28.0 effort 
shadowing the performances of 
HC's Bruce Schoeb (2:33.4) and 
Schmeiser (2:28.3). 
Al Stuart swam unofficially to a 
4:41.7 in the 500 free but it was 
HC's Steve Robey who took the 
event, his 5:45.0 edging Joe 
Harkaway's second place, 5:51.5 
effort. UNH's Landry and Carl 
Clements went one-three in the 200 
breast to close out the individual 
competition. Holy Cross took the 
night's final event, -the 40 freestyle 
relay, with a 3:44.3, just ahead of 
Wildcats Harkaway, Warren, 
Sampson, and Narva (3:45.6). 
The Wildcats will look for some 
solid performances at Maine 
tomorrow before heading into the 
second half of the season. UNH 
will open post-break competition 
at UConn on January 23. 
UNH .Students, Faculty and Staff 
Rac11c1e uour cans and non1es 
At Leauln service center 
Ria. 1551 north 
(Just before Rte. 4 overpass) 
Saturdays 9-2 
Green; brown and clear glass 
Aluminum, metal and bimetal accepted 
*No newspaper please! 
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Sports 
Lady Friars . end Wildcat streak at 74, 4-2 
By Kent -Cherrington th us ending an uprecedented 
From Friar Station R.I. to streak of 73 wins, no losses, and 
Orono Me. to Commonwealth one tie, in intercollegiate women's 
Ave in Boston to somewhere in the ice hockey. It was the first 
Catskills, they've been waiting for Collegiate loss in the history of 
it to happen. Tuesday night they women's Wildcat hockey. 
got it. "I had all the confidence in the 
The Providence College Lady world we'd beat them," said PC • 
Friars knocked off the University coach John Marchetti. Providence . 
of New Hampshire Wildcats. 4l2, . . winger Jackie Gladu thou ht "we 
1 
deserved to win and they deserved 
. t9 _lose." 
Providence had very good 
forechecking, which led to the . 
· opening goal. It was good hustle by 
Jackie Gladu that got her a loose 
puck behind the Wildcat net. Her 
centering pass went off the skate of 
UNH defenseman Cindy McKay 
and eluded Walsh for PC oal at 
UNH goaltender Lynn Walsh stares down dejectedly after a Providence goal during Tuesday's 4-2 loss. (Henri 
Barber photo) 
UNH cagers thrash Utica 78-53 
By Steve Damish 
Midway through the second half 
last night in UN H's 78-53 victory 
over Utica College, freshman 
Vince Connelly got · the nod to 
play. 
It was the first time that 
Connelly played in a regular 
season game for UNH, now 2-3. A 
short while later, Connelly made 
another first when he scored his 
initial points of the season, sinking 
two free throws with 3:05 left in the 
game. 
"I wasn't really sure I'd play." 
said Connelly. "I knew that if we 
got up, I might play." _ 
"It felt good. I was working on 
my new shot. The coach helped me 
out with it. And it just fell in." 
UNH was up all night, by as 
much as 30 points at two points in 
the second half (58-28, 70-40), and 
was never behind. · 
On the other side, Utica (1-3) 
played a game that suggested that 
the Pioneers might have done 
,themselves a terrible disservice in 
moving from division II to 
division) this season. 
The Pioneers missed the entire 
rim on many of their shots, got 
called for travelling when the 
nearest Wilcat was ten feet away. 
and competed with each other in 
struggling for offensive rebounds. 
••The thing that hurts is that we 
just gave the game away," said 
Utica coach Larry Costello, 
formerly head coach of the NBA 's 
Milwaukee Bucks. "They just beat 
us to the punch. If there's a loose 
ball, they get it. If there's a 
rebound, they grab it." 
UNH took advantage of Utica's 
30.4 field goal percentage in the 
first half (38.81¾ for the game) and 
after 14 minutes had built itself a 
23-9 lead with a nine-point streak 
starting at 12:45 in the half. 
Al McClain led UNH with 12 
first-half points to a lead of 37-17 at 
intermission. Robin Dixon (15 
points) and Tony Stanfield (II 
points) joined McClain in a 
shooting barrage that had UNH 
shooting 58.3 percent in the first 
half and 54.4 percent overall. 
"We all know if Al's hot and the 
people outside are hot, we got to go 
with them," said UNH guard 
Randy Kinzly (9 points). "We like 
to go inside first, but it was 
working from the outside." 
Utica improved a little in the 
second half, scoring 36 points to 
UN H's 41 and oub lin<"-t. n!! the 
Wildcats 61.5 perccm ·· ~3.3 , 
percent. 
UNH continued where it left off 
in the first half and ·ran a seven 
point streak to open the second 
half. Utica matched shot for shot 
afterwards, but couldn't apply the 
necessary defensive pressure to 
stop the Wildcats. 
"We knew that their guards were 
great shooters,"said Utica forward 
Keith Walker. "We wanted to put 
pressure on them . We didn't know 
the rest of their guys would shoot 
like they did." · , 
"We were trying to keep the big 
guys from scoring from the inside," 
said Utica high scorer Steve 
Prioleau with 12, "and didn't care 
if they shot from the outside." 
UN H welcomed the uncontested 
outside shots and left the Pioneers 
questioning their str~tegy of play. 
"We're suppose to have pressure 
on the guards at all the time."said 
Costello, "especially McClain." 
It was an obvious case of 
miscommunication. Or if you like, 
an inability to listen to the coach. 
In any case. it gives the Wildcats 
come confidence in going into its 
home game with a strong Boston 
College team this Saturday at 
3:'00. 
-
14:54 and 1-0 lead. . 
·•when that (type of g<!>al) 
happens, you know it's not gonna 
be your day," said UNH coach 
Russ McCurdy. 
Each team got a minor penalty in 
the opening few minutes of the 
second period. Following strong 
Wildcat play during th_e four-on-
four, Providence . was again 
pressuring with forechecking. 
· Good PC passing left the puck on 
the stick of Cindy Curley, who 
proceded to blast a fifteen-foot 
wrist shot past Walsh for a 2-0 
lead. 
Midway through the second 
_ period, UNH began to show signs 
of why they had beaten PC seven 
times and tied once in their only 
eight outings. They got nice 
passing and good, solid shots. 
McKay had another slap shot right 
, on net. Forwards Laura Brown, 
Marcy Pannabecker and Lorie 
Hutchinson all had good shots _on1 
goal, but Luther was equal to the 
· task. Robin Balducci sent winger 
Kip Porter on a breakaway, then 
Hutchinson had two more good 
s.hots. They were bound to score. 
Al1 it took was a Friar penalty at 
12:31. UN H continued pressure on 
the power play. They finally got 
results when junior Laura Brown 
tipped a McKay slapshot from the 
right point. The sparse crowd of 
150 loyal fans went wild as UN H 
pulled within one. 
"I was just thinking about 
getting more goals," Brown said. "I 
didn't care how they went in, I just 
wanted goals for us." 
The Wildcats closed out the 
period with more pressure, 
totalling 21 . shots to PC's 5. The 
third period was the d~ciding one. 
The first trip down the ice for PC 
proved costly to UN H . Curley 
picked up the puck on right wing 
and passed it towards the UNH 
net. It bounced through Walsh 
pads, and trickled over the goa1 
line. PC had regained their two-
goal lead at I :54. 
Following a weak UNH power 
play, Brown and Hutchinson had 
good chances for UNH, the former 
missing an open net on a 
backhand. Several minutes later, 
the r,uck s< uirted loose at center 
ice. Jackie Gladu, PC's leading 
scorer and Female Athlete of the 
Year, in 1980-81 picked it up, did 
some pretty stickhandling around 
UN H defenseman Terry Strack 
and flipped it between Walsh's left 
arm and her body and into the net. 
"Both the third and fourth goals 
were real bummers," said Walsh. 
McCurdy called them unprevent-
able, but thought the defense was 
lagging. 
"We have to stop the other team, 
he said. "You can't wait for 
opportunities. You've got to play 
defense." 
Even a three-goal deficit, UNH 
wouldn't give up. Laura Brown, 
who missed the M inncsota ga,mes 
last weekend with an illness, got 
her second goal of the evening, 
again on the power play. It 
followed some burning speed from 
Lorie Hutchinson as s~e skated in 
deep and left a fancy centering pass 
for Brown to slam home . It was 
down to a two goal deficit with ten 
minutes left. 
The Wildcats would get no 
closer. Some strong hustle and 
hard work by defensemen Cheryl 
Calder and Lauren Appollo gave 
UNH a couple of chances, but to 
no avail. The PC confidence 
shown through as they ran out the 
clock. preserving their victory. 
. "I feel the greatest I've ever telt, 
said winning goalie Barb Luther. 
"Without the defensemen, I 
wouldn't have played as well." 
"No other game will compare.,,, 
said Gladu. "except when we beat 
them again in Regionals." 
UNH had differences of 
opinion. 
"It's only one of 25 games," said 
Mccurdy. "It's a long season. T.~e 
roof hasn't fallen. Take nothing 
away from them, we were up 
against a very good team. I've 
never seen them play better. But 
we'll come back. We'll be ready in 
Providence on Feb. 21. They'll 
know we 're there." 
"We won't roll over and play 
dead," said captain Lynn Walsh. 
"We have more than twenty games 
left." 
STREAK, page 15 
UNH's Tony Stanfield missed this one-hander, but did throw in 11 
points in last night's 78-53 win ~ver Utica. (Tim Skeer photo) 
